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i= ABSTRAC'r
This dissertation explores the relationships between fusion
(operationalised as a ve'ry high ~evel of intimacy), levels
-',
of sexual desire and the frequency of sexual activity in
J.esbian relationships of duration longer than one year. The
viability and appropriateness of the research method is also
assessed, as this is an under-researc.hed area. Fusion is
theoretically and clinically posited to.be associated to be
associated with low levels of desire and sexual activity for
lesbian couples ••The questionnaire used consis ts of the
Personal Assessment of Intimacy in Relationships Inventory,
demographic questions and measures of the frequency of sexual
, "actit.'ityand levels pi sexua l+des tre , This last had to be
discarded as invalid. Participants were found via friendship
networks and the media~ and questionnaires were dfstributed
and returned postally. The sample of thirty ..six women covers
a broad range of ages'butjis predominantly English-speaking
I
and skewed towards higher education and salary levels.
Spearman correlation coefficients were. calculated for the
variables. The frequency of sexual activi £y do es not' corre-
late significantly with any form of intimacy, including
sexual intimacy 0 Sexual activity <does'dec3"ine in frequency
with an increase in the age of the participat\ts and their
partners and with an increase in the duration of the rela-
tionship, a finding in accordance with ovet'seas reasearch.
ii
Happiness in the relationship correlates positively with
levels of intimacy, but does not c.orrelate .sigrdficant"ly
with the frequency of sexual activity. The low r,a'sponse
rate (16%) suggests that other means of data collection
need tal)be explored. A more apprOpriate measure of soci.al
"sexual desire and
be \feveloped 'for ..1esb~an couples,
fus~\tOnftfeel::l"to be more adequaJely
\ it
intimacy n~'\eds to and
con"
ceptualised and pperationalised. for future research.
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II. INTRODUCTION 1/ \\
,:,'jre is generally accepted t:.hat .,between four and twenty per cent
of the populatiiOn are prJmari1y lntere"sted in people of the
:,:.1,
same gender 3.1;1 .p,erms o'ilf' sexual object c:bDl.ce (Masters 0<
Johnson. 1979) i The ma
1
jl)rity of these g.ay. lesbian and
I
bisexual people believe, or' .have '.learnt (as Osear Wilde did.),
th~t the "love which dares Ki:ot speak its, name" ,sItould be kept
(I
i.hidden be caarae of legal. moral and social sanctions against
'~<~,. I)
homose~ual behaviour (B'p'~Wl;fl, 1980) ••.
i '.,,_ ..
This obviously has
(among other thingi)
("Ian effp:fjt on their lives: luf 1uencing
IJ .'
the way they interact with soci.ty at
large. the they meet and develop relationships with
otber8~ and the way they g~rc~ive themselves and those
they love.
~~om
y.
{ii\
It h~s also had. and continues to have. an effect on 'Wh~t. is
known about the experiences and ihterpersonal relatiQns~ips
of gay, lesbi~n and bisexual people. Literature and :researcn
'I
has been affecte.d by the pre~ludices or profess ionals (Stein,
1988) ~ and resea~ch..,continues to be affected by :factors such
, .1
as. limited access t~ this hidden popuil~t.:i.on, and, possibly.
by the perceived need for researchers ~ot to identify their
own sexual preference. Th:i.s is particularly true of ;f_0utb
I .. \_-:::~:,
Aft~ca) wh.ere the legal, moral and social sanctions againl:lt
homosexual behaviour have not dec~eased to the I:;;J:p.:t~,nt.that','
2they have in the United States (Jf America", Britain, Aust:rali
and much of EuropE! ~Glan",z p 1YS8) • I_I
AS a result, any attempt to carry out researd''h on the intimate
relationships o~ South African Le sbdan s at this stage is
necessarily pre.liminary: because of the small amount of
pl'evio\is research which can be built on., the very ,limited
ij
G
access to participiutts. and the biased, nature of the resulting
s.ample.s. It is usually not possible to ca~ry out a pilot
studY. as the pIlot study itself would exhaust the number of
available particip(;Ints. At present, research in this field in
South Afri~a therefore has to fulfil two functions: t'b assess
" .. " "._ .._ _ .' __ 0·. _. "
('the ·dab:i.li ty of the s tU,dy and the validity of the res efarch
~(tethod, and to att~J,llpt to answer the ;:esearch qu.estion(s)
posed.
The a.hns of this study are to expiore the relationships
between the levels of intimacy, the frecruency of sexual
activity, and the levels of sexua\t desire within lesbian
couples; who have been together for longer than a :;:·ea.r; to
f.~
assess the viabi Ii ty of the re:search and the va Li di ty of the"
research method used'; and to suggest more appropriate ways of
exploring these issue, On the basis of what is learnt here.
D I,' _;, \
A.fter a brief discussion
/r.~\
ab''»ut someterminology and
~e~irtitio~~, the aims of and rationale for t~is re$earch are
presented in more detail in this c.hapt e.r,
31. 'tERM1NOLOGY
When dealing with complex and value.-lad~n ~()pics such as
sexual identity, it is necessary to select and ~larify Qne's
terminology carefully.
A number 0·£ different termS are used. in various contexts to
refer to women whose" primary sexual object choices are other
women , e ..•g. homosexual, dyke, gay, lesbian. The term
o 'llhomosex.ual" is not used in this dissertation be caus a of its
clinical history and' its inaccuracy (Bos,J<vell, 1980).; eU"~
\\ .. \'\
"dy'ke" is not a.o o.ept e.d as standard terminolQ~y. While thr;> 4\er~
-,'::_
ngayn was used in correspondence with the participants, as it
appears to h~ the one which causes the least offence or
discd~fort (BIrth, 1989), the term "l~sbjan" is used in the
dissertation itself, as it refers ullambiguotr:Jly to women. (Men
whose prima.ry sexual object choices are other men are refe.rred
to as "gay men" as this
tel(irino~\dkY. )
o
is the g~neral1y a~cept~d
'-;":_,
The definition of the term lesbian remains a I1;roble;natic.
if.'/ ~ H
issue. Most people's s~.ltual and emotional relationships are
complex an d, £or some people, change over time. (BIY.~h; 1989),
S~rne women def·.ine themselves
./,:,'
as lesbian and p'irtiCipate in
lesbian communities without being se,xy..al1y involved' F.ith
/.'
.;' c,o, • "
women, wbi14 others are sexually ac~~~e with wamen but do n6t
!', . ,.i ," I, /:>~/. ,_,"' .. '.."'. .",.
define them-selves a1' le$bia~ (~reeks, 1987). The major;;:ty of
\\ .. /
wo.menwho define themselves/ as lesb.~al1. however, consider this
to be a sexual identity in terms ~f th~ sender of those with
whom they choose to have sexually iJ'ltimate relationships.
\_'
/j
o 4 (
'. \
althougb t;hey ruay consider tile se~wcd components of thtiir"
rela,tion~,h.ips to 'be"less impprtant th~n ok,her factors (B~yth,
1989).
<)
,\ ~
Existing d'efinitd'ons are nu)'!)et'ous and vari(:!d as are. t (e. g
Armoh, 1960; 'Berguson, 1.9&..1{,K,enYbn, 197,9; Kitzinger'9 1987;
Q
LOffey, "1973; Weeks. 1987)t a;!.thougl;t t,p.E! majority d·efine
",;
lesbians on th,.e basis of thej,!1 s e xu a I. relaj:ionships' with other
women' (Kit:dn·ger I' 19137)"
:",
\,
\"
\""
"~>
As this res,eareh focuses On the dynanlics' betlqeen two women
involved in an intimate ~exual and emotional reh:l,t,ionship, and
u
not on lesbians or lesbianism per $e~ t'he complex iss"ues
s'UrroumHng the definition of, "lesbian" do not need to be
,.11:;, .,
dealt with here. A "lesbian relationship" is def'l~led in this
d:bssertatio~ as one which ,involves a sexual and emotl.ona'l
relationship between two women; a)2d a "le,sb,i.an" is defirfed as
. . '_'
a woman involved in such ~ relatiODship.
"The terms "merger I. 'fus'ion I and "enmeshment·' are of tan us ed
interchange,~blyll, (lh,lt.'ch" 1986, p , 57), but .in the context of
lesbian couples "fu.siou" appears to be usec more frequently.
and if; thus us-ed herl':!. Fusion can be defined 'briefly as a I
stat,e of psychological unity between tWO (or more) people~' in:
l'1f.lich individual ego ,boundaries mergE~ or are crossed. The \"
c conce~t will be explained in more detail in Ch IV.
\\
"
I:
II,
,1\
I, ,', t: 5
", I:
2. R.)3 SlH\.RC If ,AIMS \\
''''' \1
1
" c
o ~ ,
The 'basic aim of Il:h.ts research is tl') estabJ,ish whether th,ere
\1 ~
':\ '~\, , " ' \
is a sl.lj:fi:i.f;cant 'I::Ol~r.elation betwee~l .Le.ve Ls of sexual des::ire
and fre~uency of i~eilCUal activi,ty';. ~i,ld levels of intimacy !(,~s
rep~rted. by the participa~'1ts) wiJ~hin Les b i.an relatr~onshi:ps .:>£
durat~on 10n8er thah on8 ,ear.
),'
given tha.t, this area do e.s not cappear to
at all Viili resea.reh, is to ass-ess tpe
viabilii:y' and approPt'iateness of the research method and t,001.s
chosen for theft eX'~!Hnination of the relationships between these
variables.o PJ;evious resea;,,)ch in South Africa which. used
lesbian women as participants (Blyth. 1989) clearly showed the
'I}
difficulties involved in finding an adequately sized sample.
and it !WaS thus decided not to attempt a pilot study, Ot1t'::"to
carry out a preliminary in,'estigation instead.
Research hypotheses
Null hypoth.esis There is ~?O significant linear or
Ii '
betw;.een rep\ "J.:ed levels of freq.u0ncy
\ ' '\ . ,':
non-linear correlation
o
of sexual activity and reported Le ve Ls of intimacy within
lesbian relation$hips of duration longer than one year.
Nl1ll hypothesis 2. Th.ere is 'no significant linear or
110n ....,Hnear correlation between reported levels of sexual.
desire and reported levels of inti'~acy wi thin. leifb1an
~I . .' ..::(\
relati.onships of dt1r'at:toIF~!onger·\t-~lan one yeal:'.
Of,)
j) C <;)
,S-I
6
3. RATIONALE
()
\""
under"'r~searched .by South African social
soientists, and research done elsewhere can~ot be assumed to
be. app.1icab1e here (J3,lyth. 1989), a Lthough it can b,~ used as
o
a ba$~s fot' South Af:dcan research. The exper~ences of South"
Afrlean lesbians thu. provide scope for psych~logical
research.
<]
Like most pe'ople1 many lesbian!; are, or wish to be, involved
in ,8 lo:ng-tet;m monogamous relationshipG ~ith ao;other person
(PendaBrasa, 1975). Howaver, there is little non~fiction
lith'atur~ available which explores these relationships. Duff~
",' ",
& Rusbult::(198SV86) point out that
Considering ~he importinc~ of close relatio~ships
for individual Well-being and life satisfaotion, it
p
becomes critical that w'e develop a Ill/eater under-
standing of the causes of ·happiness and stability
i.n reI a tionships (p. 2).
Moreover, Menche.r (1990) points out that an examination of the
I;
"behavior, emotional dynamics, and patterns of intimacy in
lesbian relationships" (p. 2) may offer nll:Hvinsights into
women IS 'p,sychologi cal development.
'D
Roth (1985) found that a I though lesbian couples az-e much 1ike
other coup~es in terms of relationship dynamics (Pendegrass,
1975), th~~e are di£ferencet;l between their relationsh.i?
, \
1\
of 'heteroselrllal couples. Some of thes\.\ipatterns and those
differences JJ are in the ar easv of dis t.an ce, regula tiol! and
1/
II
boundary ma~ntenance t and s exu a I expression. In add.i tion there
\\
o7
;p.o appear to be are,as in which they e~perience particular
" c \ \
di£,fi~ult.ies (Burch, 1986;i;_::Elise, 1986; "basher 1991). EVen
wi thin ~esbian communities, "there is a g,r;o'wing':recogni tion
• . Q
that relationship difficulties tend to follow a certain
"pattern~~' (Blise), 1986, P. 3,,05). Two of thesl?i areas of
difficul ty are problems with f;p.sion, and d'ecre~sed sexual
(\
desire and activity (e.g. Burch, 1982,' 1986, 1987; Blise.
11
198160; Kaufman, Harrison &. Hydet 1984; Kr-es tan & Sepko. ,;1,980;
Men'cher, 1990;"Rose, 1989; .Roth, 1985). 0
In a comprehensive study ~f married~ cohabiting heterosexual,
gay m&l'(";'lnd lesb1atf couples. "Blumst~in and S"e,hwartz (1983)
" \....,.. (J '!
fou..nd tha'f les'bia'.Il couples had the lowest frequency of s6--~.ual
activity of all the couple types they -s tiud Le d, BEl!ll a''nd
Weinberg (197~) found that ,the sexual diff.1culty mentioned
/.' <:
moat frequently by thei, lesbian p,srtiCi:ants, w~s no)t having
sex often enough, whi1.e Blumstein and Schwartz found that
sexual di~satisfaction and conflict~ere more highly ~.lateJ
to break-ups 00£ lesbian couples together for more than two
years than for any other couple tYPe. :tn addition, cl:i.n:lcal
.I
impress~ons Indic,,ate that inhibited or low desire is a common
Iiproblem among lesbia)1 couples seeking therapy (01 un i s & Green,
(;: ... ~J
1988; Nichol~, 1987a, 1987b, 1988). II
Low leveis of sexual activity .nd desire are thys a problem
for some lesbian couples, and are therefore of interest to
researchers and 'clinicians> ~oreover, attempts to u~uerstand
the -e.au.s es of infrequent sexual activity and low sexual desire
are important, as 'it is only from this understanding that ways
of dealing with or treating such problems can be developed((
8A.lthottgh there ~1"e a nuniber ofpos~ible e:l!;plan:atlons for low
levels.\ll': sexual activit:H and desire within lesbian couples
c o
(the ~ore important of Nhich are dls"cussed in Ch Ilt) I the
\,1.(,
factor anfrequentlyhas asmost
explanation 18 that of fusion (dlsdtiSsed in C~ IV).
Li teratUl"e dis cussing the relationship between fus'ion (or
other, fact,ors) and low sexual desire and infreqUent sexual
\\
activity is ,theoretical or has been based ~n <;)bs~rvations in
.)
clinic~ll practice. There does not appear to have beo,,~ !:!"!:Y
r e s earc'ltl 1.n thi s ar~"/~ earri ed 01.1 t on ,;: non"::clini cal s ampI e of
lesbians, in relationships. Ussher (1991) points &l,1.t'that/the
Hlack of a 50114 data base" (p. 133) about psychologic.t:1.1 0'1'
o •. J
relations.nip problems, or the, effectiveness of interventions
fo,r these 'Problems, may'; r~sult in false a s s umpt Lo'trs about the
proble~s o~~ha interventions. This can then adversely affect
the,clinicien's choice of th~rapy.
Thus the primarY l?urpose ot)· this research is to begin to
c
provide some "data on specific problems which may ba present
in some Les bLan relationships - nameLy infrequent sexual
activity. low sexual desire and fusion - and the relationships
b'~ween these. ~f·appropriate. this~data can be used as th~
basis for inter~entioris~
The secondary ",~im of assess thethis isstudy to
ap~rop~ia~eness 01 the research method and the questionnaire
used, in order to sUggest changes and4evelopments which would
enable researcher~ to eXplore lesbian relationships wore
a ccurs tely 'and compz eh an s i valy.
(I
This research is n.o t; only for research psychologists and"
al~nicians ... but a,).so for lesbians thems,elVes, who. th1:ougb
":fear, embar.:l."'assll1@nt. and' st.~reotyp~s •• l~ hav:,~o kept:.' the
" ,. r\ ..
problem of J.~sbian, sexual dysfunction under' "w:r;;aps 1)Nichols,
\1
1987a, p," 242) •.. The necess,ity of research on w.emen also being
. i!
. :Eor. women"is st.ressed" in the principles of feminist research ~
(Acker, Barry St Esst(veld, 1983).
The following chacpter provides 'a Very brief o,utline of t.h e,
s:,
d~velopment o.f research 91'1 IJ:!$bian relat:X.,onships and. of
).
reseat'yh on lesbians and lesbian r~latio~iships in South
Africa.
1<'1
(!
('J
!)
o
10
"."',
II. R.ESEARCH oN' LESBIANfREpA'l'10NSHIPS
c U
:1?~:yqjhiatry I s. definition of homosexuality .a s a mental illness
(h.... . '1privo~ to the APA"s dec.isiort to reVerse thLs in 1973) resulted,.. . u
.0 in a r.e s e a r-ch bias that" mea'l1t that little WaS known about the,,l .... "
Ii If~S and relationships of gay men and lesbiafi,s out.$idE! of
c,linicab) military and p r d s cn setti:-:~gs (Stein" 1.~88). Cabid
(19aS) points' out tha~ before real effortsw~re<.lmade to study
gay man and lesbian couples «, "the myth that homose"xuals were
relationships had to' Beincapable /6£ mairttain.i.ng intimate
if
\\ ,;\
challenged'\i (P. 21). This process was :fostered by .the "work
of' peop.l such as BBll and ife:i"nberg and
Johnson (197~)<:J 1 t\d the feminist and gay 1.iberation. movements
\~' ,
(Caba j) i'
o
D6SfH te .thes~) changes, s o c I a I s c Len ce Ii tarature 0on~ les:':..>ian il
" and gay male t"'elationships has remained sp a r-s e , particuUu'ly
wh e.n' compared with the amount of literature and resea+'G'li on
heterosexual relationships. Most of the existing work, on
lesbians and gay men f ocus e s on them as ind±;'viduals;
;)
for
"
cexampie, the 'development of a gay/lesbian sexual id~ntity
(e,.g. Cass, 1979; Po n s e , 1978J, and .the pet'sanality
ch a r'e c t.e r k s t i c s of gay men and resbians .. (e.g. Allen, 196,9).
In,1;:ernational1y, Ii ttle research into \,~he sexual be.h av Lou r-s ,
relationships and problems of lesbians and gay men was
i:
pu b I ished prior to the 1a te 197(},' s (Mos es and Hawkins, 1982).
~\<
Lesbians,. an particulctr, are under~rePresented in the
literature.
\\
"'\.~\All o.f· this is equally t:r;:,ue of wQrk don e in SQuth Africa
Jt~_~-,:Ofthe 1 i,;tle' psycho.lQgical and soc io1Qgic31 research on
1tO~'o"-:~exuality in South Africa is b a s edco n a variety of models
"._" . .,. . . .. "'_j - 1_'
of lfQroosexuall. 1::y as patholo.gy a!1~:~1tas 'focus eq)) on "white" gay
, c,(_/ .··!I
The 'research on gay men has focused' prima,rily on themen.
"aetio.lQgy:' (Ko.t z e , <'1914; Pr ins 100., 1913) and th.e IItrea tment"
(BQtha~ 1973;. Jacobs, 1975; Kot ze., 1974; LoedQlff., 1951f o.f
hQmosexuality, The limited number 6f studies ~n WQmen have
generally bb'Ji";<1\,less negative (e.g. Budlender, 1980; LiddicQat,·(f!· ,.' '(
1956; schu~,inkt 1~f8~; Tucker, 1986; W'QQlfson, 19t~) but focus.~ -- _::,
on much the same areas. It appears that Knight I s (19S~) study
of lesbian couple~r' is the oriLy one which f o cu s a s on lesbian
relationships per \(.~g.•
since the early 1980~s. ho.wever, ther~ have been an incrBasi~c
i)
numb~r of articles and boo.ks in the U.S.A. and Great Britain
which do examine lesbian relatio.8ships (e.,. Boston LesbIan
Psycho·!ogies OoLl e c cLve , 19tH; Duffy & Rusbult 1985(86;
Elise, 1986; Krestan & ~epko, 1980; Kur-d.ek, 1988; Mencher~
1990; &tein & Conen, 1986: Zacks. Green ~ Marrow, 19a5),
Tw~ of the impQrtant issues which have emerged in this
1 i t e r a ture are what has come to. be known as fus ion, and
problems with sexual desire and frequencl' Clinicians have
posited a airect relationship between these two, arguing that
the lack of separateness in a fused couple leads to lowered
sexual des ire and therefo.rE!. to. \ower frequencies of s e xu a I
a c t d vi ty. Tha aims .o f much of this Ii teratur~\ have been tou
an understanding of the dynamics of lesbian
rel'~t~~o.nsh:i.ps, and to suggElst ""ways for therapis.ts to as s..ist
lesbian,s who rapo
In the;! following chapters, evidence· of and expla.na,tious for
lower-;!fd seX\!al desire a.nd low frequencies of a exu aI, ct.ctivity
wi!'! b~ explored.
:\
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III. LOW SJDWAL DESIRE & IN.FREQUENT SEXUAL ACTIVITY
(I
Definitions of, research _.ldence for. and possible
expl~n,~tions for low sexual desite and infrequent.:: s e xsraI
activity will be discussed. Some prob~,eIlls with measures of
"£.nd assumptions about these variables will also be mentioned.
1. DEFINIT.IONS O.F LOW SEXUAL DESIRE AND INPRfl'QiJEN;r SEJ'CUAL
ACTIVITY
is
D
a c ornpLex ,con.cept wh i.c h is",intuitiv'ely
\\
understood but difficult to define. Sim.ply put. it i}s the
,)
desire to engage in sexual ;activity of some k i ud , and de r Lve s
fromn biological and emotional bases (Masters. Johnson &r .: '.
Kolodney, 1992) . .It mani/~$ts as physical arousal and/or as
emotional needs or wisn,Js. The triggers for sexual desire are
,;;
// ,
muLt Lt ud i nou s., and ar~ influenc.ed by biological factors (e. g.
hormones). emotional states I- and social and cu I t'ur-a I norms and
(.)xpel!tations (Newton & Walton; 1983). Sexual desire is u~'ually
acted on alone, acted ,9r], with one OT more other people, or
ignored by t.h e indiv1Hual (Masters et al.).
(~.<-'~,l
\'(';-;'
Ai though "this def.ini t d.on may seem to indicate that sexual
desire is eas~ly deiined~ it is in fact diffiauit to
conceptualize and much more difficult to operQ~ion.lise. Some
of the questions which appear to ,..em,~:i.n unanswered at this
~i
1/
\.
.~
r»
\\
(". I
ostage, of theoretAi.cal,;and research sophistication are: Can it
'\~.r"..,
be said that desi :~:d.sts before physioljlgi'cal arousal Cis
'-\\ / ~"-I;- . ,_,
present? Can the me-asurem.ent of desire be se pa r a t ed from the
• '. \)' •..• \;, •. ,0 .•••• • <; ,}<;
presenc.e of triggers for desire? Whate is the" relat10tt&h::xp
between sexu aL intimacy and sexual desire?
/)
Indeed,. it seems that many of these qu e s tz ona ,:i're not e"V"e.n
.\l . 0 '
asked,·il,Iuch of the literature appears to use the concept
(' • :> .. fl
Ifdesir~""'without a~.equately def.inirdt or opet\,lltionar~;s:i.c.·2
\)
and. as will be discussed" reJ-ating itl; in a very direct "way
/:)' . .v.: r
o
ttl s<t'!xual activity. An attempt As' made in this research to
(.~f,/ -;1
conc apt u ..:l1.ize and operationalise sexual de s Lr'e in a Slightly
more complex manrter; an attempO which ha s proved. to be ol.es'e
'than successfu'i. This is discussed further in Ch I s V art.9-VIr.
if
Sexual activit;y is, generally speaking, ant' activity which is.
experienced as s exua.I by the individual:C;?" Within the context
of this research" the terw sexual activity is used to refer~< "\ \'
to Lnt er-a c t Lon.s between d.",i partners in a couple which are
e xp end ene ed as specifically sexual, L e. "making love".
Affectionate physi~~al contact and solita'ry'~' sexual;~ehaviour
is therefore not dealt wit~ her~!
1'/\ .' f c;Low lev~£s of s~xual desire and infrequent aexrial~actlvity can
only be defined in relation to some set of standards qrporms,
buJthe enormous varia{ion found among human beings (Masters,
Johnson & Kolodney, 1992) makes the development of meaningful
norms impossible. In addition, Uasher (1991) points out that
If one mus t be careful be f ore makIng s up posL tions ab'c,ut ... [low
(I
;,';j
sexual :!desire and infrequent sex] "t·ding problematic" (p . .142} f
1.\
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as it is nappropriate to use noems based on heterosexual
relation$nips to make assumptions about lesbian, rehd:ions,h'ips
1\
(JeffreyS, 199G). When lesbian sexuality is defined acco:t;'ding
o
to male or heterosexu.al norms, these'norms can be used as a
form of oppres sian (Ni cho l.s , 1987 a )" For example, Blums tein
"& Schwa~\tz (198.3) ne t s that le$;bian couples often see
( .
non-genital activity as an end in itself, ::~:dacing) less
~.
emphasis on genital sexual activity. Low sex~rl desire and
(> \{
infrequ,E!'nt sexual activity can therefore only be understood
in terms of the ne'eds and wishes of the individuals 'Wi thic.n a
'"
relationship (Masters:;; et al., 1992), sitch that .infrequent
sexual activity and low sexual desire are only "dysfullct.ionalll
u
i£ th~y ar. a problem f~r the individual or caUse difficulties
or distress in tbe relationship,
(\
2. EVIDENCE FOR LOW SEXUAL DESIRE AND INJ{REQUENT SEXUAL
ACTIVITV IN LESBIAN RELATIONSHIPS
A~cording to research a~d clinical evidence. low or inhibited
,\ IJ' Q
desire may be the mo/;'"! common sexual dYsfunction :I.n all
",:i
intimate relationships (Frank, Anderson & Rubinstein, 1978;
Hyde, 1986). Clinical impressians indicate that low or
inhibited sl;:)tual desire is a common problem amq'p,g lesbian
\/
coyples seeking therapy (~lunis & Green, 1988; Nichols, 1988,
,.1
1'?878, 1987b). While rese'arch evidence is not available to
;,:}
support these clinical impressions about problems with levels
of desire. there is good, research e;ddence' to show that
lesbians have the lowest Le ve Ls of sexual activity among
couple types.
1\
.n
I
II
.-
l-
"_? ;;)'0
In' their stQvey pf 3603 heterosexual married, 631 hete~'osexual
". J \_ . -, -,- -:.:' _,/
cohabiting, 950 gay mal.e and 768 1£H6,i.>iarA couples', nlulnstein
o
and Schwartz (1983) fotxnd coupleslesbian
than any of thesubstantially
groups of couples.
were
other
the following two gtaphs' (ada~tea and shortene9 f,lrgm Blum'5tein
i'
& Schwartz 1 s t983' findin~\) illustrate this 01e.·1:1,' r:ly.
o
Figure 3.1. The pe;t"CI'Hlta,$~ of coupl,~d sexu.,l'lI.IJ~ active once
,; -_. - - - ~] . -- ~- - - -- -o 'J' I
a month or" le~s often., !i
15~ ..........,···...."..·........··.....·~"",.."..·..·....·..--- ..",,·....~....,........._" ...._.....
l~s-
gos
'0
(0 10
t:Il
-E il
(I)e'(1)
0..
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Couple type
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,,'
Eigure 3.g ~ 'the percentage of couples s-exually a.ctive three
often.
,
I
1
I
1
I
\
I
I
.(,
1
Married OilY 101119
c'
Cciupletype
o~ Blumstein & SchWolilrtz's (;1.98.3) total salllR~·}.?~ 19.% of the
D '_..-'
1.esbian couples wei:-e sexually active on~e ;P tnonbh or less I
'" () \\ \~\. '. '.<'
compared tTl. th 10% of married, .4% of ')cohabLtiing h~teroseXl,ull,
"
and 11% of gay male couples. In ad'dition. only 19% of lesbian
couples were ee~ual1:r a etIvee; three or more times 'per week 9
,-,
_ , ~\
compared with 24% of married. 57%of c~habiting h.te~oseXual.
"
c:" .\\
,) :;\1
~ 0
M6r\~o'VEfr) while there was, in all gr.I?UPS, a d,ecr.e,ase over time"
;'\
'I
in the percerit;;lge of couples who wt:'f,/:!! sexu~tlJ,y aGt,;i.ve thr~e
or more tilllf~S a wl~ek; and an increase ill ;,f.le perg'entage who
were sexu~lly active once a month Or 1e35." lesbian ¢ouples
"showed the gr!~ate$ t cKeerease arid increasE:' r~~spec t: i "ely".
v ,
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'I'h~ following table, ,adap'ted and shortened from Blumstei.n &
('.'
and rePres~nted in Graphs 3.3. and ~L4.Schwartz (1983),
Table 3~1~ Percentage of couples sell:ually act! Vie once a month
or less and three times a week or wore, by couple
type over time. '"
". ..,' . '.' .,-_ _ ".. -------_ _---- _-------_ _-_.,._._ _---_ - _' _-jioooO--- ---
Years
(),n,ee a month or less Three tl.mE!$ a week or more
together' "Marl:' Cona Gay Le.ab--.r,-- ....-_......~"""7 .... -,..:.. ... -· .. · ........... ~ .... !111000~··" ......... ----· ... -~- .......-""":-,-'-~~_fk_:-~-~.~~.~~\~~:"""-......---- ....---...,..-
O-~. '6% 1% 3% 5% o 04¥~i",;:::.i,L;;:-'i'~.'~',6,1~,/\. 33% '
c, ,;,';" .'J \ ' -' ••.a-rc- 6% 7% P% 2,~% ·:f' ;1~ Z%
10+ 1:5% 33% 47'%/ £ ('.."", "t,'t;% 1% "
...-----..):;._----· ..."'-- ...--- .........- ..--- ...·"·--7,...-- ........'t~) f·~...(~~t~);1-";t,..--..~---
7= [Mart" = Married: Co11.a =.C..:'\l>~~'j_ ,:'!ig het~~l;p'seX'l.1111;
"Ii Gay =: 19;;\r mal~(; :t,f~S}) = Leob~_~n]
'. " 'v
p(j.gH.re 3.3" :Pere'entage o£ couples sexuallY aet! .....!" once d. monthv or less .often, by couple type over time.
P.01
10
CohnbR Gay mala
Couple type
ilO-2ye;rs • 2·10 yoars IlJ 10+ years Il)gothof
II?
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Figure 3.'4. Percentage of couples sexually active three times
a' week ,or )Bore often ~:i:by couple type over time.
)f
oo~----------------------------------------~
Couple type
" , " ,(j~ 0-4; years III 2-10 Ylll!rS ('] 10'l; years t(lgelher
-:!
"it
\\
In addl.tiont Blumstein &. SchwartZ'~(1983) found ,that the less
>:,
s e x a (~o'U-ple en,gaged in, the less satisfied they were td.th
theIr sex lives, Although lesbian couples rieport that sexual
s~tisfaction is not related to relationship satisfaction
I. . . . .
(Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; Duffy & Rushult, 1986; Kurdek.
1986), this fittding is contradicted by the evidence from
, "" ,.", , , ",' , ,'i1Blumstein & ~chwartz s follow·"up study of half their sample
eighteen months aftf;'r the .priginal survey. T~e study indicated
that)!" lesbian couples were more likely to have ended their
n c
relationship than any other couple type. TW'enty-two per cent
of lesbian. couples .1..ogether for less than two year"s had ended
, :':;::,~",:-._/;)
their relati'onships. ComN\l:"~dwith 4% of married he .erosexual
and. 16~ of gay male couple's. Of the couples who had been
~o
together for two ~o ten yaars~ 20% or Le s b'La n couples had
ended their relationships. compared wi th 6% of married
heterose:Kual and 16% of gay mala couples; and or
\
couples
together for more than ten years, 6,% of lesbian couples,
90mpared with 4% of married he t er-e.sexue L and 4% of gay male
couples, ha'd ended their r,e1ationships. "They found tMa,t,
although sexua'l ~issatisfactlon was no t; .significantly relatj,ecl
to the en'",+ng of relationships for lesbians who had been
;='
together for less than two y ea r s , sexual d:i.ssat.is~action and
d
conflict over' S~:Kwere more highly related to relationship
'endings for lesbians. wbo had been together ror between two and
ten y~ars than for any other couple type. oand even more
strotlgly related to relatio,~ship endings ror those lesbian
cou;P,~es W,'Wohad been together for more than ten year:.;.
" j "
I,n addition, Be11 and Weinberg (1978) found in the ir resea~ch
on homosexuality that the ii;;e'ctual problem mentioned most
".,,'.'i. ..'
-,',
:crequent,ly by oth~ir lesbian participants was not having sex
often eno"ugh.
.......-,
Thus, although lesbians say that relationship satisfa,Ptlon is
/1
C/
not related to sexual sa t iaEa ct i.on , sexual dissatisfaction
does appear to be strongly r e la ted to 1\ the endi'ng of
relationships for lesbian couplss. aall (1~87) feels that"many
couples .in therapy who report infrequent sex but who say that
the Laek of sex is not a problem, have "muffled various
disappointments} sex among them, und er layers of compr omds e
and denial" (p. 144).
21
Thet'e is thus some Clin.i.c~l evidence to al,u~:gest that lesbian
.til
couples exper.l e n c e problems wi th Ipw sexual des ire .• and .8 trong
:;?-
research evidence to suppOrt. the idea that low levels of
sexual activity a.re a problem in many lesbian relationships.
The q'ua s tion that needs to be asked is why these p r obLeme
occttr. A number di;!:ferent explanations have been put
forward in to answer this.
o
A difficulty emerges t this point. There appears to be some
confus ion in the 1i t)iera.tu re about the relationship between
~I. . . ". ", ', " ",'sexual desire and sejj;ual frequency. Because the measurement
or desire is problematic, meas ur-e s of frequency are used .. to
provide an indication of levels OT.' des.ireJRose, 1989). Whil.e
Rose articulates chi,s a s s umpt i orr , otOhers (such as Burch. 1986,
Hall, 1981, and Kr e s t an & Bepko , 19ey,o) do not do so. HaLl ; for
example, us e s Blumstein & Schwartzfs (1983) data as d i r'e.c t;
avidence for problems with sexual desire and erQti~ feelings.u
:.)
As a result, the two variables are generl::l11y dealt. with as if
th.y were directly related.
COl~mons en s e should call this assumption into guestic>u. It is
unlikelY that couples will be seJtlially active each time on'.
or both of them experience desire. Conv~rsely, sexual a.ctiv! ty
can be a way of meeting needs for, for example, comfort or
closeness. or aven a way of expressing em9tions such as anger
or the wish to hurt oz- hum.il.iate the other; rather than simply
being a response to one's 6wn sexua.l desire.
IJ
Ii'
/'
II
II
))
IIIi
Ail attempt will therefore be mad.e to disting~liSh between
"
I
~xplahati'ons for low sexual desire and for lo,t levels of
sexual activity in lesbian couples. Moreover, ~he "resea;l::'ch
1
method used d.i£ferenti·ates 'between these tWCl varlables.
I
I
.3. BXPtANATIONS POR .,LOW SEXUAL DESIRE AND INFRE'I'fUENT SEXUAL
ACTIVITY IN LBSBl4,N RELATIONSHIPS (l
/'":~~:~:::::n~:'~:w:::~:;4~r:qu.:;b:rnl::b. i::p~~r::::~sTh:::
1#e1,,<I. bor~<!o... large dise""pancie. i"n deshe fbetween the
p.artn.ers, specific s exu aL ~;i.sorders (e.g Phobiair)' symptoms
of other disd~ders su~h as depression~ and relationship
problems manifesting in sexual symptoms (Nichols, 111987a). None
ii
of t he s e are s p e c if i c to 1asbian coup 1,es., f{~!WeVer, s otlle
u
22
factors appear to, affect lesbA.an couples more frequently. Rose
(198/2 argues that inhi,~ite1 deaI r e is OAe racto·r ",trecting
sextia'l frequency and sugges ts reasons (parti cularly :itth.i bi t ion
problems related to women ts s exuaI development, or "sexual
shametl) for :inhibited desire.
"'i)
Nichols (1987a) at'gul~S that
(i
se)tu,al $rriPt J;>roblellils arising from "sets of e xp e c.tia t Lon.s
':;
about h~~ sex ah ouLd be be t.ween partners" (p. 249) a c e an
important factor. The, mast frequent];y suggested facto17 is
fusion
)\ sexual
i,
which manifests. at least Ln part, throu~:h infrequent
"Ill
activity and/or low levels of desire. T ~s last will
1'\ I
'I
11
,
be discussed in'cmore depth .i.n Ch IV.
11
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a) Sexual a.llama
Sexuality :is oft'jen a complicated," even troubled"
area for women because most women have experienced
conflict related to their bodies and sexual(~ '·0
express~on (Burch, 1986, p. 64).
\ \
\/1
Ros.e (1989) uses Kohut's (1911 & 1977) conc'ep!ls of tihe
C" Ii
I
gr~ndio.l>e self 'and the i.deaLised other to argue that se~~tal
shame is a p:.::;:i.mar''yfactor in inhibiting se:K1.tal desire l;;.:tnong
/)
lesbians,
Kohut's {1971) theory.uggests that two central psychological
s true turas I the gt'and.ios e self" and the idea~ ised other. are
involved in the development of the self. If the grandiose self
(the infant or YOUng child I S perception of him/herself as
all"'powerful ~ is adequ.a tel:r ,11 responded to an d Itmirrored" by
his/her.: primary caregivers. '!the child will develop a "sense
of pr~;,de and a mature. COhjlsive self" CRose" 1989, p.
However, if caregivers do not respond approp~iately to
8) .
~he
I) grandiose self, shame will arise. As the grandiose self is
c'hallenged by l:',eal.i ty 1 the chi 10. needs an idealis ad other with
whose pe.rfe'ctioD. and powe r the child can merge, leadIng to the
development bf a strong ego. an ego io.~al. and the "cAPacity
for empathy, creativeness, humor, and w~,sdofnl' (Ros'e. p .. 8)
If the pe}'son, who represents the idealil>ed other, is not ab Le
to meet the oilild I s needs, then these failures of the
idealised other will be attributed to perceived defects in the
self (~uch that the ideal:ise.d other remains perfect) and a
\) "
sense of shame will develop.
On the of the above, Rose (1989) c.ons t eu c.t s four
possible deve Lo.pme nt.a L paths that c\)uld lead to se xuaL pride
or shame. These 'are: bq,dily shame or p~"ide; entitlement to
sexual pleasure,; internal competence versus self blaine: and
"
the sexual ideal.
She (Rose. 1989) sugge~ts that if caresivers r~sP9nd
appropriately to the child's
ow:n'bodies, b.od I lY pride will develop; whet'90S inappr()p~i~te"
. '-:!1/
responses s-uc h as. ;inadequate mirroring. Or sexual abuse m(l':/
lead to bodily. If caregiver~ 'respond to a child IS sexuality
with posi,tive r-e s pons es., a se'[1'se of ent I tlement to sexual
pleasure wil1
,. //
develop'; while responses .0£ anger or
Th'eembar'):oassment may lead t o shame around sexual needs.
p'resenc~ of an adequate idealised other wou.ld enable the child
to internaLi.se a sense ,:,of adequacy and stabiLity; 'While the
lack of an idealisable other leads the child to attribute
parefital failure.s to d.ef e ctis in the self, and to deal with
relatiohship problem~ primurily through self"'blame in la.,ter
life. The "availability of an admired same-sex selfobject"
(Rose, p. 10~ would allow the development of a positive sexilal
self-image; but if the sa.me-sex caregiver cannot be admired,
then a negative or dif£u~e sexual s eLf ...image may develop"
"
She than argues that
the socialisation of Womenvirtually guarantees that
outcomes connected to the grandiose self a~d
idf'alized other are more likely to cause shame
(ip~~udin8 sexual shame) than pride, regardless of
i;l woman's sexual orientation (Rose. 1989t p. 10),
25
The basis for this is research that supports the beliefs that
.~
caregivers tend nqt to r,espond to girls I bodies as positively
'"and appropriately as they do to boys' (e.g. the number of
girls who are abused, Russell, 1984). that girls' phYsical
competence is not mirrored as it is for boys (Macco·~Y &
JackliD~ 197~). and that girls~ saxuality is strongly
curtailed (Laws & Schwartz, 1977). On the othe.r hand; girls
are strongly reiaforced for carint for othe~s rather th.n fAr
U ' \J. : \
. expressing, thei,r sexual needs. Rose also suggests tha,;/. '-'~\.{~~~
'-7 "lathers, who belong to a less powerful group than fatheZ'G, do
,I._'\., :t:f
\..~. )
-not provide as adequate an ideali:z:able other for girls as
fathers can for boys.
{\'
On the basis of a review of theory and existing research dat'a;'~
she suggests that lesbians "are more likeLv to
, '\,"
particular sh3m~ around a feeling of entitl~ment to sexual
pLeas ur-e , as OPPO$ ed to only ear: ing for thei r par toe rs (so
that lesbians are less l:i.itely to play an active role :in
requesting sex, Nichols 1 ".1..~87a). and in apportioning
; / \
r(fspon~db:ill.ty .for sexual problems (being mor e likely to take
the responsibility themselves). she suggests thl~t se;..:ual shame
)1
.·Y·
leads to lower level of sexual (legire, ap,dt( that ,,this then
':,.)', \,' \\ '
pl.ays a role in lowered levels of sex~\'\~ f""c 'e~tcy •
. . , . " \
Rose (1989) poi.Jls out that the e:fects ':~If,'~~~~in LesbI an
,J \~~::;:"
relationships are different from those in~ heterosexual
relationships. This is ba cau ae heterosexual relationships are
socially sanctioned and encouraged ahd involve only one
,
partner who has had "gender-ba'sed shame-producing experiences
regarding s ex " (p. 13).
) 26
The notion that sexual shame is a causati,;ve f.ac t or in low
n,
saxu a I desire is challenged by the worlt of pE!ople like
()
l3ehrendt & 'George (,>(',1987). The~t found in clinical practice
(, \\ "
th~t / contrary to other reports by, for, example\:) Masters and
"IJohnson (1979 L the most rre.quen t sexual dYf;:functlon report.ed
by gay males wa~ inhibited-sexual desire. They found that the
source of stres,s is frequently a traumatic experience early
in lif~ arising out of reLtgi9u~, social and family taboos
ag<~oinst homo.se xu a Li. ty, leading' tJ:' sexual shame. Nonetheles::;,
gay male couples report substantially higher levels of sexual
activity than l~sbian co~ples. suggesting that gay men may
expe.rience higher levels of desire thlJin wome n in lesbian
re lations hips.
Thus, al though sexual shame i an important factor to
Bonsider, it does not appear to ~rovidc a sufficient
explanation £or the problems lesbians e~»erience in terms of
s e xu a1 des hoe.
b) Sexual. script 'problems
IC.~.;<:
.J.(' \,'
More specific tq lesbian couples are problems derived ',,£roi.. 'the
u
overt and covert sexual scripts in:terns;lised and accepted by
women and. more part i cularly, by lesbian women.
';'\
scripts can,' 'e und.e r s t ood as the "sets of e:Xpectaf::ions about
I' /
II
how sex should be among partnerslt (Nichols, 1987a, p. 249).
I)
Forms of sexual expression, as opposed to desire, are m~t__"
than bY"strongly influenced by cultural and social norms
//
//
I'..'
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biologi4,al drives and emotiol.'lal needs !/Maste~l' Johnson &
Kolodney, 1992). With few other lesbian role mo,.H~ls available
to them!. lesbians are 1 lcely t o, bas e their percepti6'ns' of
appropriate behaviour patterns wl-~hin their relatio:n,Ship::'~t on
norms ·from within the lesbian c,ornmunity (Nichols, 1987b; Roth,
1:9(87) and On the represent/atJ(Ons of les,bian relationships in'., •'V;
literatUre ~both fiction and non-fiction). People lpok 'to
fictien ':"~~\or Ln f or-mac i o.n, reassurance~(l~~f,£irmation about the
ways in which other (f i ct ional) peop(Fe feet ~ believe, act; and.
'" love" (Hennegan, 1985, p. a).,;In a d i s cu s s Lon of ~e.(\sbian
'. . , '.' \i
sex.uality, Ardi11 & O'Sullivan (1989) refer to s!\l "internal
agenda of ~s ho uLd s ' and ..shouldn 1 t s t II as well, as
I)
"externalit '-.:..{(
:li(;tf lue nee
\,\
dema.nds and attaGks" (p. 130) which strongly
lesbians' sexual pr~ctices.C)
Alth'ough sexu.a.I scripts 31:'e varied and. c.omplex, there appear
t6 be two main relationship ""cripts II 02\. "d i s cou r-s e s II abou;t"
lesbian relatiortships cOlllmun!6_ti e s
\\
thean d inin lesbiCin
liter$p,6re. 'the f.~rsit is what this researcher has termed lthe
"a rr...i"'masculinell script or discourse and the second, whicJI. is
'~f"
"l\~':ss parvas ive , has been t erme d the "anti -femin,;fh.e" script or
"I
discourse. II
The "anti-masculine" script is one in Which>all the a spsa t s
of female socialisation which are perceived of as positive and
" .... ,t .. f;_ ."female 8/;/e re.1.nfo:rced. and all the aspects on het~rose~ual
~ 1
relationships which ate p e rxce i ved of as "ma:1e'l are rejected.
For example, p:romiscultly. lust, aggressiQn. pain,':ex~lJbitation
. ) \
and domination are pe r ce i.ved of a s lll.<:tscd::,Qnearid therefore
bel'd.ev'et:('to have no place' within lesbian re1ationShlfPs. A
l'
1/
/';~
o
Ii
(i
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lesbiun re Is t. ions hip 1;1.16ed on such a script. is portrayed a s
t>:tleitl which theere is an:, "idealised romantic r.elationship ofI' ,.
10y·srJ;, riding off into a "sunset, esc,S\pin~ wOl~ld.ty pressures
and . ,te~lity in their i&;olation, malting theIr promises of
lifelong ;fide 1:i. ty, and believing that, they belong to one
anothel:"fI (Ka1.t£man. Hal:"rison &: Hyde, 1984, p., 533.). This
~cript, which has been s~ron&ly influenceci by feminism,
emphasises mutuali ty, l..en:i.pl.~ocity, gentleneas. nurturing and
sensitry,ty (Burch. 1986), an.d is referred to by Nichols
(1987b) as nSexual1y Correct".
The "anti ...:eeminine \scL'ipt or discourse i~ based on .the
beLi.ef that the domindl;nt male s.o cLaI order fo;i.st~, certain
limitations c f behaviourConto !<I'Oroen, demanding that they be
pure" mono g.amous , pass I ve, gentle, etc.; and that LesbLan
wom~n Dan and should reject these limitations and. claim their
full sexuality (Vance. 1984).~ This discourse .is represented
in pornographic le~bian magazines such ,~ nOn Our Backs" and
dis GUS sed in book s sue has PIe a 8 U r e and Dange ;r (Van C e , 19a4 ) •
Although there is a strong move towards placing less amphas Ls
"s ." 11 c'" II b h '. . th 1 bi l' . . hon eX/US y ocrre7r:t e aV3.0U~_, WJ.t' ,es aan C an a c aan s SUc il
as Nichols (1979a, 1979b) suggesting that "lesbian sexuali~y '"
needs to get mot,;e 'male I in its or i entation, 'With more
emphasis on I_X itself and less on ~omancen (Nich~lB. 19788,
p. 2$9) I the "anti-masculine" script appears to remain the
norm.
l~hile the theory of sexual s cr dp.t e goe s some way tOI-:~:xplain
'",j
whY lesbian couples haYe lowered levels of sexual activity,
II'
il
0,
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it fails; to i:ucplain .why des1re - which iE!: less inf.luen·ced by
social and' cultural factors .... also seems to be towered in
thes.e. coulqes. The co·neapt of fusion offers a more sati.sfyittg
explanation for low sexual desire.
')
c) !telat.ionship problems.: fusi"o.n
well asAs with all" cot.1plt:as, low {)r inhibited de;:sire
('
infre.quent .sexual activity) is frequently a sYmptom of other
Problems within the relationship. li~a.t·" appears t o be more
)
specific - but not e xc Lu.sLve"> to lesbi'~.n couples fie lowered
sexual de&.ire as a n expression of fusion within ,:t:lle couple.
Fusion itself is explored in Ch IV., l?e.fore the r~:ilatiot1'ship
4. EXPECTED F~tNDINGS
\)
'\
If t.he theories of sexual ~fame and sexual scr.:i.pts are
!! "a c cur a t e , then certain finditfgs,r could be expect~d from this
"
research. Both theories suggest that the levels of sexual
d e s Lr e and sexual frequency within Le s b Lan q"ouples should be
the same pattern. 'this is because sexual shame' ac.d s,~x,1,.tal
scripts would s.imply l'e"sult' in aecreased desite and/ol\'"
"
~,
If
lower than thos e found in other couple types, whil e fol,lowing
frequency, without affecting these variables in more cOmplex
ways.
I'
o ()
"Zndeed, in terms of frequencY of se.:x:ual loti vi ty, this is wha e
was f'ound by Blumstein and Schwal;'tz (19'83), who found that
lesbia~, couples had thf.l l;'olotest ovel~al1 level of sexual
<)
activity of all coul?le types. On the other hand. while the
p"~)l'centag(;l 6£ couples who had sex o.n.ee a month ot' less of·ten
increased. ovet' time fot' all couple tYPe s , t.he rate of ,',inet-ease
/;-,.
was sub.stantiallY large.!:.' fbi- lesbian e01upleel. For example;' the
increase over time for couples sexuaLLy active once a month
or ll~s$ often, from"O~'2 years to 10 or 'more ,ye·ars, was 9% f9F
married couples p btt't 42~: for lesbian couples. This suggesits
than even i£ si~ual scripts Ind sexual. shima playa role in
the levels 6£ lesbian sexual des:1:r~ and/or frequency,
additional factors are needed to pl:'ovide an explanation, for
this discrepancy.
() .'
\)
(,
'Ii
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IV. pustON AND LOW SEXUAL DESIRE
As fusion is the most frequently presented eJtP!anation for t:o,e
difficulties t.hat lesbian couples app e a r to el(perience' in
ternlS of low sexual de,sire and infrequent ReJtUal a()tivit~T, it
is discussed in more d~pth than the other explauations
offered.
1. ,\DEF INIT1:0.NS OJ! FUS1.(iN' .AND IN1'UlACY
,,( I
Tlle use of the concept of, fusion (otherw-is'g ra!f~\;;t;€J. "'9 as
,lImergingtt or enme s hment l") to attempt to explain certain
dynamics within lesbian relatipnships I s fairly r e c en t ; and
,
there does not appear to be Clarity about ito definition. On
the one ha'nd , it" is sometimes ')defined wi thin the Ii tara t1J"re
as if it we:r;e a dy.namiri which is s e.p a.r a.t e and di£fe:::elll.t from
other relational dynamics. On the other hand. it is usually
~Z'Iused within the same literature as if it fe,11 on a continuum 'I)
of intimacy. This continuum runs from autonomy and
separa t en.e s s on one end to tus Lo.n on the other. As a ~esul t.
U
(~ ,;,t i~J rio~ .~JWSYS G,1.~.a.t' whether authors und,erstand Jt to 'be a
distinctive dynamic d'le an aspect of intimacy.",
c Fusion has been defined as: the Hmerging of two egO.
boundaries" (Roth. 1987, abstract); "a dissolution of
individual boundaries, a submergence of the self'in the larger
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arena of the relationship" (Hall, 1987, p , 138); and as "a
state of psychi C Utd.t:1; indi vidual ega bound a'r-Lesara
temporarily crossed and tw.O pe9'/sons experience - consciouslY
1,1
or unconsciouslY - a kind of onene$S~ (Burch, 1986, p. 58).
o Bur ch defines temp~p'\arY fusion ,fiith
( ,
another as lIa
tra~scendence of exist~ntial aloneness. an experience of deep
connect adn e s-s wi t.n the worLd outs ide ones e 1.£" (P. 58). Fus ion
cap thus be understood as a state of psycholpgical unity iQ
which individual e$o boundaries merge or are. crossed. fusion
i
c.an indicate a temporacy ;relief from boundaries or ~ lack of
them (Burch, 1986).
Within the lit~rature, fusion is dealt with as an aspect of
intimacy. Nichols (l987b), for example, "states that tusi'ott
lies on a continuum of intimacy, with fusion bei,.
intimacy or overinvolvement.
Tbe charac~eristics of fusion appear tobs "iD~eDse intimacy.
a lack of separation, ~nd overidentification" (Hencher, 1990,
p. 2). Bur ch (1986). suggests that: par~nercs who a1:';e not in a
fused relationshi.p usually \Shift between the ends of the
intimacy continuum, coming together for moments of intense
inti'm<;1cy, and sepax'lating again, Coupl~s who tlr'e fused,
hOtTeV'er, respond to any desire for separateness within the
relationship with intense anxiety (JCrestan & J3epko, 1~80).
Fuslon wi thin a rela tionshlp is not on.ly an .int?rnal dynam;tc
but manifests through certain behaviour~l patterns, Kaufman,
Harrison & Hyde (1984) s(~ggest that the following behaviours
\\
Ii
\ \
I
\ iI}
':!
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may be typiCal of fused couples:
a) sharing-all acti~ities,
b) sharing some friends and iso!l.ation, fx-olllother friends,
il ::'
c) no separate SpacB"Or belongings, and
d) enmeshed communication Patterns.
All of trhe s e are extreme examples of the "levels of intimacy
and involvement shar~d by most couples.
o
On the basis ot') the above. it was decided to use the concept
of as if it lay on one end of a continuum/~)ntimaCY' P'lsion
is theref.ore tlnders toad" as a r el a ti<ln!ship dynamic involving
:i.nten$,e inthnacy maintained for long enough to have
imptlcations for the functioning of a relationship~
'~
tntt:iDU~CY i,tself is difficul.t to define as it is a sub/\..~ct:i.ve
!, c,,(
c oncapt, I{:i.effet' (1977. ,po 26;9) sug.gests that Ira def.inition
~,
of intimacy is every bit ..as elusive as ct.,e search for intimacy
itself". As with the othe.I.' concepts used in this r es e.ar ch ,
there' have been. numerous attempts to define and understand
intimacy (e.g. Cozby, 1973; Gilbert, 1976; Schaefer ~ Olson,
1981).
r:>
Int.ima·cy can pa r-hap s best be und er-st.o.c d as. a clpseness to
"
another per:son on a variety of levels (Dahms ~ 1.912), which
~. ij
could include sexual," e~oti~na.l' aesth~tiC, i' reci~tional'
commitment and ccnnnunt.ca t acn J.ntl.macy (Cll.nebe!\l O<fCll.nebell,
1.. # ,
~970). C.lin,ebel1 and Clinebel~ a1.$0 consider the mutual
)'
satisfaction of ne.eds to be an impQ.rtant aspect of intirl.vacy.
I(
II
'i'
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2. EVIDENCE OF FUSION WITHIN LESBIAN REL':ATIONSar.PS
I
Fusion is not necessarily res!tricted to lesbian coup Le.s ,
Although many family and mal-'ita! therapists assume that the
mOre intimacy the better (Warlug, 1984), other resea~ch,rs and
L\ clinicians (e.g. Bowen, 1978; Minuchin, 1974; Olson, R.ussel
&. Sp:r;,enkle, 1983; Olson, Sprenkle & Russel, 1979) have
indicated that some couples may be too enmeshed or feel
smothered by too much" cohesion (Hirper & Blliot, 1988).
The majority of the evLd'e nc'e fot· fusion in lesbian cou1?'1:-e-;:,-
comes from clinical practice (e.g .• Burch, 1982, 1986, 19137;
Hall, 1987; Krestan & Bepko, 1980). I<.t'e~tan and Bepko found
that the (\theme of fusion was invariablY a critical issU'e,
1\
whatever o'ther problems were presented by their lesbian
clients,. ,~ndf they point eu t; that
It has been postulated tbat fusion and attempts to
deal with it'" are crucial issues in treating the
lesbian, couple and that these issues exist i&
concert with a wide range of c I inica.! problems
gene'rally encountered in pr a ct Lce (P. 289).
c)
Burch (1986,. 1987) found that lesbian couples often come into
r.heraPY with symptoms such as loss' of sexuality, lack of
conflict, continual co nfi Li c t; , "or one partner having an affair.,
\
A complete La c.k of conflict suggests that there may be
\
insufficient space betw~en the pa'ttners for conflict to
develop. Loss of sexualit~~'~ continual conflict, or having an
, . " ''\ ,;::;
affaJ.r could illdicate an attempt by one or both of th£:\
pa.r,tners to create boundaries between thefu in ord.e r' to Les.s en
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the fusion. Al though p r'obLems wi th fus ion are not the only
possibLe explanations for t he s e , relationship dynamics, she
round that the increased autonomy and separateness achieved
through couple tberapy frequently ~esulted in a lessening of
the sytnptt>lns.
High levels of cohesion can be pe':.teeived a valuable way fpr
Lesbian couples facing a predonlinantly heterose.xual world to
ct>pe!l helping them, function mor e successfully as a !~:?upl~.
e.
rath~;~~ than as "a pathology" (Zacks, Gre.en & Marrow. 1988).
<~)
Moreov~:rr, fusion fs a normal part of the early stages -of a
rela.t;ionship; and is often actively pursued as Vt deepens the
intensity of the interactions (Burch, .1986; Mattison &
-;;::,
McWh.ir t e r-, 198 f·). But" if fusiOn con t Lnue s to replace the ,,"ebb
(
and £ low of connect'ion and" separation" (Buz-ch., p ; 59 ~ during
the later stages of the rel.tionship, then problems such as
the ~yinptoms Li s t ed] above may begin to develop.
"
3. EXPLANATIONS FOR FUSION IN LESBIAN RELATIONSHIPS
'~
Expla'nations for fusion within lesbian relatiollsh.1ps have been
related to two main factors: sexual preference and gender.
Ex.planations based on s axu a I preference relate the de.ve Lo pmen t;
6f fusion to the -effects on the relationship of the f~f1ct that
. II
,. \\ ,
people in a predo~~nantlyit in')olvel two i!r~.)mOsexual
i.).
~ .D •
heterpsexual society. Expla'i'!.'ations based on gender .involve.
the understanding that gendet, has signif± cant impli aatiolls for
the £~~4ividual in all areas of life. As a result, these focu.$
\ \"
\'.
",~~\"
'r'
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op the soolal or intrapsyohic consequ-~riJces (pf the fact that J
the relationship involves two women.
DuffY ·and Ru.sbu Lt (1985/8.6) found in thelt' research on sati.s-
faction and commitment in lesbian, gay male and heterosexual
couples, that gandei' appeared to be a more impol:'tant predictor
of be hav Lou r-s related to maintaining relationships than sexual
preference. For example. women reported higher investment in
and greater commitment to ma,j..ntain.ing their rcilationships than
\' "/'1-' .)
mer)did. This WOUld>. (;l.tpport theories which argue that there
\",/ . ; «' (j
al:e gender differen6es in terms of relationship behaviour.
fusion i~ terms of
from C'\ffer:i.ng de ve Lopmen tia L paths for
I ('
1 "
They ~1:tue that theories .which explain
){'.I\_,<.J
gend~~'--I/elated variables rather than
"ij
probablY' resul t .Lng
males and females.
va:fiables related to sexual preference are likely to be more
powerfu.l, 'as all of us develop as gendered beings before we
dJl"relop lit sexual preference.
\\
Despite this observation a numbe e of 'theorists point to the
I'ole 0f ext e 1.'n{\ 1 p 1..' e s sur e s ob lesbian coup~es in the
((
development of fusion.
a) System$ theory; a responSe to homophobia.
Bu r-eh points out t hab " •.. the [lesbian] :r.elationship bears
the strain of illegitimate status in the eyes of the dominant
"culture. The partnership must find ways of dealing with ~his
stigmatizationll (1986" p , 57).
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Glanz I s (1988) exan:d.natioll of the attitudes of "whit~~" South
Africa.ns towards the legal isatio:n of horoos.e.J{uali ty and other
legal isa)ties. (bas/~d o.n a HUIQan Sciences Resear~h Counpil
o - 9
survey), illdlcat~s clearly ,'.~hat South African lesbians have
~o ~ontead with attitudea which are predominan~ly negHtive.o ~
- \\
\\
70.9% of a. sample of over a thousand So,uth
Africans 'were against the legalisation of homo s.exu a Li.Ey
consenting adults. The respondents were
~!
also
overwhelmingly opposed to allowing both gay m.ale couples (92%)
and lesbian couples (89,4%) to adopt children. Th~y were also
() r-;
opposed to the granting of t;ustody (64rS% f'~r gay ma Le couples
and 57,9% tor lesbian couples1.
Thus, altho.ugh most of the research on Sou.th African lesbians
ha s not been overtly nega tiJre. it is the negative attl tudes
0·£ t.h-e general public whicH form the social conte~~ within
;\ "
which they attempt to .live as couples. In research on 1esbian
and gay couples Ku~dek (1988) f~und
'1
o
that levels of sQcial
s'upport were refated to relationship quality and to
\\_
psy~)pological adjustment. iThis finding was 'supported by
Berg.r~s (1990) research. External social support t~us plays
an important role in the main~enance of relationships.
l(restan & Bepko (1980) point out that lesbian couples attempt
. :'
to mal nt a in the ir re Lations hl.p wi th.i~.-j?the cbntext of a larger
system which ignores the rela"tionship or treats it 81:1
pathological or illegitimate. Becgus. of the lack of positive
suppor,t (of the kind of£er~d .by society for ~,eterose*ual
l:'elation.ships) for lesbian !.~'fid gay relationships (JJnes &
u 3D
,.,
Bat.as. 1978.; Kaufman, c~arr.~son & Hyde, 1984» the members of
the co'upLe tend to t1.lrn to each other fal' support and limit
contact with the outside worl.d (Elis~, 1986), adopting a utwo
agains t a" threatening world tI st anc e (Kres ta.~ & Repko, 19~O,
p •. Z'78). AccQrding to sys tems theory, the lack of
legitimation for their relationship by society res1.l1ts in the
boundaries between the couft':9 and socitlty not being
Fecog.nised. This then forces the couple to intensifll)~" ..the
boundary. bett4een them ..an,d society. This in turn would result.. \ .'
in an increasi'ngly cio''b,ed sY's!~e'!ll in which indiv'idual
\\ ,
boundaries be ccma bl\f17red. 'i'he more tig,htly enclosed the
it
relatio,n.ship bacomes, the more likely it is that the partners
will fuse (Krestart & Repko).
it cannot be a~nied that stigmatisation and th.a l{~'ck of
G
social su~port will bave an enormous impact on lesbian
relfdonships, Elise (1986) argues that this explanation is
not valid becaus' ga, man faoe the same lack of stipport and
gene'rally\) do not r e s pon.d with fusion. In add.ition, Krieger
(12983) points out that even when lesbian couples do have
supportive social networlts (e,g. womenls groups), they still
f ),ltend to ~;se. I.-
I
While .sy.strema theory pnov Ldes ?}tn explana·tion based on the
implications of the relationsl~ip being a homo s s xu a L one,
of theIr response to
~<c....._
£ocus\on~
.~~(
the i.ssuesocialisation theory and object~relations
of' gender.
The di£ferenc~s between le.sbian.;fiufd rtf.....y
these
'~
differenc are more. probably based on gendef-related~issues.
..Thus.
\,'
the $ender of theexplanations fusion basedfor 0'11
/,
ts
partn~rs may provide more answers. Stein (f988. p; 16) ~PQints
,,-,:,:::;:::::::;:;;:; '~
~~::::::"__.
out that
two wornen in an intimate rela\Fionship bring with
• ' ,\\. \~ -1(1- _ 'f _ .', '.' 'ftpem intrapsYchi c arrd lnterpei"~ ana Sl.mJ.larlt:l. as
")"
\\
that,. may some forms 6£increase
''c.,t,
t'he capacity for
~ntimacy at the same ~im.e that they create !'certain
I\'5'l:'oblems in rnaintaining psychologi(;~;'!l boundaries.
b) Socialisation theory: Sex"'role socialisation
Socialisati6n theory ataues that mal~s and females rre
<i '" f .f f ,'" ,Itsocialised fr-om early childhood to • o cus on d i : erent ~:ues.
3 J #
and to respo~,d tp CUes in di.~:£erent ways, leadin{'tto. diUerent
ways of behaving and relating. '
Women are trained as part of their sex-role socialis~tion tQ
focus on relationships, to r-es pcmd to the needs of others
(Kr e s t a n & Sepko. 19,80). and to l;t;e~y their own needs (Kaufman.
r:-'
Harrison & Hyde, 1984: Zacks, Green, & Marrow 1988). It appear
that womttll invest more energy than men do on being Ln tLma.te ,
-i',
although men do not necessarily fear intimacy (McAdams,
Lester. Br and, McNamara & Lansky. 1988) •.
iThi s soc ial i sa t i on is frequently s tippo rt ed wi thin the 1e s bi~.r,.7
community, as Was evident in the discussion on sesual scripts.
Burch (1986) points out that there is an underlyin.l ethic it{~
~,,'-
many lesbian relationships tha~\\ values "openness o.f emotional
\\
expression, mutual nitrtl:ucing,
f)
sens.i.,tiv,itY 'to. the o.ther IS
needs, and a wiliing]).Bs$ t.o. he v~.u:neraJ;>le" (p .• 6 i) This
i/
'j. '"
supported by e aY$ ) that ,1
It
and verhaJ",'!'
11, . " - ~ (,1~
l~.'
Sex~role socialisation thus encourages 'Women to fo c.ua on
" ?v .,
relational' issues and to pursue intimacy, leading to a greater
c-
'~
tendency f"<;>l: 'Women to fuse. H;Q:l (1~87) even
"'._--- I '
"
-,'!_;:,.~, \\
suggest!:!, tM.t\1
1-''; _ \(
"support.i''f~i
the
mese,ages that prescribe women t s roles !;s and
self-effacing" are so pervasive that the
.bound ar.Le s simply d{,es ,!,/pt apply" (p. 1.39). Afthough Hall is
no doubt
~,\
overstating the case, it wo.uld Seem
50ci.31 isa tio.n of 'Women would ha v e imp! ica t ions
11
fo'ti th:f: way
women are able tb deal l'?,l,th intense intimacy.
"
Sbclalisation theory of£ers an explanatIon which reroain~. to
some ax t on t; , on ca behavioural level; while object relatio.ns
theories provide explanations on an intrapsychic level for the
same Pllenomen,a.
(/-~\
. ~f,·"j,;-\
c) Qbjeet relations th:~ories: gendered intrapsychic dynamics.
~..
Jh~\'!:ch (1986) argues tha t wi thi n a L'E)lationshlp WhJHe bo-th
i\ _- .;
partners are of the same genderp " gender-rela
"intrapsychic dynamics will charact~rize the partnership" (p.
57). and Elise suggests that the relationship pa t t e.j-n involved
,"'\-,.._\
:in fusion result:$ £);'o',rl "'the nature of female ~'go d ev e Lopmen ta;
stemming from the ~n'~o~d4,i?alperiod" (1986 •., p. 305). Indeed,
(~
[J
i(
\_,
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psychodynamic theopoies provide the most _tiowerful e)tplanat:i.on,~
for infants' d~v\~lopm,ent i'rito gendered beings. an~1. th,f,:" ways
\"'i
in which tIlls imp'·~\cts on ~11 re1.at,\onshi'ps in later life.
I\
\\
Cll'odbl;'aW (1978) has been o.ne of the psychodynamic theorists
who has provided a co':heren t e xp Lan a tion for t~e ways in. whi ch
infants become gender\~d at a Ya·ry early ag\j!. and the" wQ\yS in ..
which this manifests it.,~eV~ later. She vie.W'!~the gender o.ftqe
JI .~.
infant/dbild' s primary c a r-e t ake c to be
\..'~
the
dl$!trermining factor .tn the development of intrapsychic gender
differences, arguing that boys and girl s arle diffe:r~.e~t
\)
b.ecatrs e., in both cases, the primary caret~,ker is a WOi:l\'lt)..
Unlike, Freud, who C!uest'±oned why women ever give .up th~'air
cr
prima.t'y attachment to a w,tlman ;){Stal:'zecpyzel ~ 1987), Ghodorlow
arguea that girls do not givl up this primar1 attachment~ bUt
o
u.ually add ieconda~y het.ros~xual attachments. Because the
mother is female. "she is similar to a daug·hter in ways h~
(I
Which she -Ls not to .a SOl'1, leading to mar,,; psychological
"rela'tedness. and a (iomplex relationslfip 1n w"hich s~pa_ration:
"
.is thus ()classand 'there
between, .others andand s e pa r a t en e s s
daug,ht\a'r.s, resulting Ln a longer. never fully resolved,
p~eoedipal period for the daughter. WhIle this developmental
pa~:te~n may ena bLe women to relate more easily than II1l1 do,
it does mean th.t WOm~D'~ egos are likely to be less rigidly
boundaried, resulting in relat;ionshlp difficulties such as
unre8ol~ad f~sion (Burch, 1987).
Boys, on tha other hand, develop defenses which enable th~m
to separate from their mothe~s and develop a sense of maleness
J,~
/.\
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by ident:i.fY:i,ng Although men inwith their fathers.
heterosexual relationships msy ,experience t,pe fusio~ of the
mothe.r"'chi Id dyad, th@y are able to" employ tM~ de£ei';;ses whi,ch
are already'" develoPI;.l\1 (Mencher, ~c?90) " ..and separate from the
lJ
iutens intimacY.
<r~1
;)
A clesbian relationship in which two women Jorm a coupl~ thus
o
(;
recrea)::es, to s oma degree, the primary a.aughter-ruotlt,er
/i
c<lucQmi,tantrelation,ship ·with all' r( the,)
~. m
6 " ".'1 . l/ ,'- ( •
sepat'atl0i., and individtiation Burch, 1982; .~).1.se~ 1986;
,\ \.\:
Mepch~.C', 1'?...•90), a'ifd, as. wa shall dis;cuss, associat~ problems
,; /
pr.oblems at-ound
with seJ{l.1~~! expression (Starzecpyzel; 1981);
II
In 'a paper whi.ch"',\cr:iticises the use 0.£ traditional object-
p '-'
r e La.t Lon s theories:':' to;) explain fusion. Mencherr, (19~O) uses the
u ':'::;
work of Stel'1'l (1985) to' argue tllat the ,."primar,y experience of
l'
the s e I £ is ,re la e i opal; the s elf is organ.i z ed and d1rveloped
"'..:l
in the context of important r-e La t Lans h Lp s " (Surrey, 1985) a\!).d
that fusion Lnv o Lv e.s a highly deveLopad t'elCltional proces~
rather than regres~d.on the preoeclipalbeing
mothe+,-daught~lJ:' dyad. It appears that she believes tp.:at all
clinicians and theorists Wh(.l use the concept of fusioJl to
explain certain relationship dynamics in l~sbian couples are
11ec~ssar:i.ly' implying that this is pathological, an idea with
whir:h she strongly disagrees. U1;!fortunately, she does not
offer an exp Lan.a t Lon for why women's relational capacities
should differ from men's.,
)J
It seems' that those t,t,si,;ng the concept of ft·alon d o not assume
that it is necessarily dysfullct'ional. ') Like low levels of
f)
,.,i
II
,;/
f
\),
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f ~
(~exual desire' and agtivitY'~ fusion Ls only dysfi4nctional )if
i t caus e s distl'es s wi thin 1:he r eLationsnip. Conversely, r11lsion
can be a pg,sitive relationship dynamic i.,n that it can cr ea t e
"the trust and safety which fosters self-act.tializaticn and
risk-taking" (Mencher. 1990, p. 4).
Burch (1986," p. "69) points out{) that
lesbian relationships (?r~. often closer than other
co upLed rel'atiOnsh±ps. This is a natural, even
predictable oU,tcome of women's desire 'and capacity
:for emotional connection. Lesbian relationships will
look and feel different from other relationships.
~j
Their emotional intensity may be misunderstood or
it{'terpreted pathologically if we" assume they shouLd1/ . "
ji
:refl~ct the nli'I-msof heterose':kilal relatiol1ships.
d) Multi-facCoria! explanati.ons~
,',
"
MD~t of the theorists whose work ia pfe~ented above see~ to
~ssumejthat th~re is a single explanatioA for fusion, but all
of the\:, theories are probably valid to a greater or lesser,
extent., Thus, like most 'psychological va r LabLes , fusion is
likelY to b& caused, afficted and intensified by a nu~ber of
different factors. Mattison and McWhirter (1987). for example,
suggest that "the sameness in gend err, and simiJarities in
s oc La1iza t ion, values, and participation in the gay
communities can intensify [the process of fusion)~ (p. 69).
What is missing itl the litet'ature ar e clearly articulated
multi-factbrial explanations for fusion.
The. following is an examp Le of a possible multi-factorial
explanation.
,.
beund a r y" between the couple 0 and s o c Le tiy s • with a r~sulting
decrease in the boundary betwe~n the )?artners. When both
pa r t.ne e.s are women. this decrease may interact wit'h other
Fa cto'r s related to 8,1imdfH·. Wom.ent s sex-role social&sation
~ncourages them to be intim~~te in r;'?l,at.ions"it;s~""'l;'1\ providing
l'''ol.e models fo,r an~ social al1d CUl~~r:~~\~,pi'.e~$ures t::'~;;~~suc h
f . 1
w.ays of rei a tirtg. In' addl t Lon , accor~i:l.ng to Cho(~row' s
Ii , \\ "
object-relations th,eorYi wor.le.n e:Kperience i:l,n intraps~<~hic
';'" '.\
developmental pattern. which re"sults in their ,having less rigid
bourrd a rde s than men do. This is more likely to have more
s ignif.i cant conseq~ences for levels of intimacy in
relatil')nships where both partners, are women,. rather than when
one pa.tner is a man. The result of the above factors could
then be a fused relationship.
4. THE ReLATIONSHIP BETWBBN PUSION AND SEXUAL EXPRESSION
Although r,:,esearch ~ata and clinical observations have not
,
shown a. clear causal relationship, fus~.on does appear to be
related to low se~ual desire. Clinical observations indicate
that sexual! desire and sexual activ:i.t;:y both increase as
s epa r a t ene aa and autonomy within the relationship increase
(Hait I ,>1981).' Kaufman, Harrison. & Hyde,',
i';found
l./
that lithe desire for more sexual" expreSSiQn of love following
die lifting., of formerly bppress Lve demands .ilbr intimacy". 'l'h.1s
·.t ~
su,gges.ts that insufficient separateness and ~utonoiI)y within'
(\ t":'. L"i~".~,f""""0 ,~
a relationship may hav e a negative impact on levels QflJ sexual,
desi~e .n4~the frequen~y of sexuak aeti~ity~
\\
Two main explanat.i'ons for the relation~tip betwee'Q. :fusion and
the first is bai~ed on th'e, und e re taln4ing that SOme difference
i~'- '.. )! _
or distance is needed to create s exu a I desire (Burch, 1986;
Hatl. 1987). ;Sttrch: (1986) argues that when a couple is .fused,.
II
sexual inter.est can become muted be cau se the distance
necessary to "create t,he draw of. t:texual attracd.onlt (p'\ (,4)
- c.
is missi.ng. She points out that frequentlY1 when one partner
in a rel.at1onship is not availabl.e for wbatever reason, the
~ o the r partner e~i.Per.:Lt Q'~es increased 's~xual desire. Acco:rding
,~o He.tfleld and We.lster (1 S\ o., f9r example lit is a lack of
adrenaline ~~h.i.~h accounts :lot: 'law s exu.aL de:;;ire in a fused
I'
" .'. 1;\ ,". : . . " . '.'
couple. TIley a r gue tha,t\eroticism flourishes untier adv e r.s d ty
... that this provides t!lc,e adren:1iline necessary £Q1:". erotic
fee~li.ngs. Others s1.tggest; that because the fused coU,Pl'l~ is so
intimate I ther
\\
no need" for mor e closeness, and' "the
bridgina function of sex become~ tedundant" (Hall, 1987) p.
140). In this scen~i-io, sexual ;tntimacy .is not. necessary in
a fused relatiohshlp~ becd~se there is sufficient emotional
I',I
II
II
intimacy.
!}
U
The second explanation is. based on the assulI!ption that too
much .. intimacy provokes anxiet • and that partners need to
increase distance before needs fOr intintacy ·rea:i1erge (Peldman,
1979). From a psyc.hodynamic; P~rs'pectl:1te', partners 'both "c r-av e
,Ii
and dread" the intensity of the lIlot:,heril..inrant dyad (Hall,
" ,,~
1987, p. 139) .., which is re':'enacted .intrap~ych.i.call:y during
se.xu a L intimacy. Because fused lesbian couples have recreated,
In
to some extent, this ..early relati'~nship wi'~h the mo[~er. t.hey
£,El!ilt' that physical union will result 'i'n a "re-eng,ulfment in~ . . ~
"the origd.nal mother-child uni,:y and subsequent loss of sel£11
(BUrch. 19.87. p , 133). This is a greater fear £01," wom'en, a'S
-t
men have already had to develop defenses against this
ft angul fllluh t" to enable them to separate from their mothers and
identify wit'h their ratb<ars (Mencner, 1990). It is the fear
of the Int;raps;ychic implications ,.Qf sexual intimacy that
results in low s~xUal desire in fused lesbian couples.
(\
The reSUlting lowep levels of sexual de.ire are then pres~me&
to result in low levels of exual activity.
5. JUO?BCTEJ) PINDINGS',
If the theories about the relationships between :fusion and
sexual desire and fusion, and sexual. frequency are va Li d , then
i
one would not expect to find a linear correlation be tween
intimacy and the two sexual variablesc~ __
\~._:...~, ,i
What might be expected would be a positiVe linear felationship
at lower levels of intimacy, so thtit levels of intimacy,
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dealre '.and :Ot'equency increase to~et:;her (as fusion is not
,
present). At' higher
o
of intimacy a change wpuld be
of intimacY' are synonymous with
the sexual va r Lab.Le s would be
expecte.d. If very h
fusion, then the
expec:t"d to decrease very high levels of intimacy are
associated wi th fusion for only some couI-'des,. then both higher
Ci
and lower levels of the sexual Variables would be exPected.
If 'J,,>howevel',. high levC..ts of int~Jllacy are ).lot\>11synonymous with
)J . \/. . . ,-,.. .f
~us.ion for .<;lny cou~les, th,rm no change wou1<1, be" expected in
the r.elationship b\~tween intimacy and the sexual var~as
int :bna oj 1eve Ls i'Uc reV s e. ))t /1
'.' ,,;,~.",,/
The fo119wing chapter outlines the Il\lSathodology us.ed to explore
Q ' . "
<! .,)
the re.lationships between 'intilllacy/f'l1,sion ~ se:lLual desire and~ ~.
/'"';<
s e xu a L frequency; in grd,!!:r to see whe--ther there is any
jupporting eviJence for the theories outlined above~
!.::.'
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"I
Att:~mpts 'toiL res~arch subjective areas such as intimacy and
I, •. ~)
sexuality
c>
are invariablY beset by nuttlerOU$ problems. The
variable~ are difficult "to operationa1.ise. the validity of
the pa,rti~ipant$' responses difficult to verifY, and the
meanings and Implications of the findings difficult to a s s as s ,
As this i.':; ,El s~ial1 and"'Hpl\~lirn.i.nary st¥,dy" no attempt was ,made
to, anSWer all the poss.]lIble questions about the relationships
bet\ween "the variables. Tp'-e method was designed in order to
look a,t the fo11o'l'ting .i.'ssues:
What "'is the relations.hip betw~.en leV,ala of intim:£cy· and
frequency of §eJtual activity in lesbian relationships which
\ '.
"ave lasted longer than one yeotr?
\
G
'~\
Wh~\ i$ the, relationship
'\ (f "
leve~ of sexual desire in
\
betwee'~ levels of intimacy and
,), \
lesbian t)elationships which have
" \,
lasted "tpnger than one year?
v,
,,~,
fI
In addition, the met~)d and question~aire used will be
examined o~itic211Y in o.v.de.r to identify prob~;~m areas and
sugges.t ways of O'''(.',;",com.ing these in future r-es ea re h ,
.~_I
( 1
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1. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The l.itera,tul'~ on fusion and its implications for sexu.alit:r
in lesbian relatdollships has been clinical and anecdotal.
"
While ..this is of great importance, as it alloW's fo·r ,tbe
development of new ideas and theoI'ies r-. it is equally important
to establish a data ,base with: which to aSSE;)S~ the assumptions
~. . 1.
anf}" theol:'ies. (,<'.indto use;>'-'Th1: the development of new theorii£ls.
"', \I
Fo'r this reason a clof.,~d-ended questionn.aire, which would
I
1/
£a c i 1i tate etnpi r1 c a 1 da t a analys is, was us.eeL in this research.
"The questionnaire us e d' (s:ee APPENDIX A) consists of three
parts: 1) demographic details, 2) the PArR inven.tory" and 3)
.. . . 1/ . \}
meq;surements of desire and frequency.
i
It was decide~ uo t "to translate the 9,uestionnal.I'e.
"the difficulties
i.'
because
involved in translating a questionnaIre -
pa::oticuhrlY one which has been validated in English only -
are well dacumented Caee Blyth~ 1989). and the prelimin.ry
.?~c~· nature of the research did not W8rl:'ant the lengthy p zo ee s s
invo,lved. It was thus ~\['a.ilable in English only,
'\
limiting
participation to lesbians who are t'eafJ,onabty fluent in
English.
The scoring of the questionnaire is discussed under DA.TA
ANALYSIS below.
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~) Demograpniq details
The first part of t:'h'C·questionnaire deals witll the demographic
d~tails of the. participant and her partnel;' f/suCh as age,
educatipn lev.el and income), and. the basic details of t.heir
relationship (such as duratiOn of the relationship).
b) The PAIR inventory
The second part of the questionnaire (que ..st:i.ons1-30) is the
Personal Assessment of Intimacy in Re1ationship~ (PAIR)
Inventory developed by Schaefer and Olson, (1981).
Because fusion is an intr~psychic dynamic between two (or
more) people, operationalising the ter.m is difficult. As was
discussed previously, fusion Can be understood as a construct
in its oWn right, whieh would then be extremely difficult to
',)
measure ob.:r~ctively as an intrapsychic construct but which
could be measured in terms of its posited behavioural
manifeSts t ions (a111 though this would pose di ff LcuLties in terms
of the relationship between intrapsychic dynamics and external
"
behaviour patterns). Alte~nativelY~ it can be unde~stood as
//" '~"
one endpoint on a cGln:J;;tnuum\f intimacy. It was decided t'o USe
the la tter in oper/t Lo nalls\ng the term, as it prov ides a~
richer 'scale (rathe;:~han a two-point scale) against which "to
co~pare different levels of desire and frequency, and because
a validated research instrument is available ear the
measurement of intimacy. No research instrument was Eound
which , •• u .. s
(l'l
fusion per se.
\.
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c>
The PALR Inventory is a self-report inventory with 30
'\
Scale ranging from "Strortgly agree'~ .t o ;'S~rongly disaSfee ",
:::..,,,
stataments~Responses are given according to a 5~potnt Likert
0··· ...• /
1.)
and it is designed to measure 5 ty.'pes of in tintacy:
1) emotional intimacy: experiencing a c Lo se nes s of,
feelings;
2) social. intimacy! ha vi l!d~r common friends and
"simila:t'ities .in social net$~o:t'ks;
3)
4)
intellectual intiimacy: sharing ideas;
i!
sexual intimac}~I: s.hal."ing get\\eral affection and/or
sexual activity; and
5) recreational intimacy: shared e}tperiences of
interests in hobbies and sports.
" ~
Two additional types of intima~ od.gina!ly descri.bed by Olson
01975) - spiritual and aesthetic intimacy - were dr~pped from
the inventory as they were conceptually and empirically
unclear (Sohaefe~ & Olson, 198~).
"
Although the inventory was developed to measure intimaoy in
dyad\}c heterosexual relationships, the \~researcher could find
.' . \\ . ,{;
no reason for it not being valid for l~sbian relationships,
as lithe eLo s e, relationships of lesbians, gay m;'rt, and
",-.;./
heterosexual women and men are really qui\fe similar, driven
by s1milar general forces" (Duffy and Ru s bu Lti , 1985/86, p.
21) • 'nhe only Q;'hanges made in the inventory were to [Hter
"him/her" to "her" , and "seltua,l Ln t e r noue s e " to "making lov-'e".I:
The PAIR Inventory has been found to be acoeptably valid and
Accordigg to Schalfer and Olson (1981), the YAIR
. A:"/
has been found to have con cu r e en t validity when
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corr~lal,:ed with the Lo.cke-Wal1ace raarital Adju'stment Sca,te
(Locke & Wallace, 1959), and with certain scal~s on the ,Moos
Family Environment Scales (Moos &. M()os, ')1976). Harper and
Bllio~ (1988) repor\: that the PAIR Inventory "a Ls o corl'e1rl'ltes
well with the Waring :tntim.acy Scale (Waring, 1964). Split-half
reliability coeffIJ~.ents for the »Al:R. scales range from .70
to .82 (Schaefer & Olson). Har per' 8.nQ Elliot fouild the PAIR
Inve.nt()rY to. be valuable in the measurement of differi~g
levels or intimacy withl.n rel~tionshi.ps, including!; excessive
closeness. The PAIR Inventory '!';ras thus £el t to be stiffici~Jltly
rY
valid and reliable fOr tH.e in this research.
The PAIR Inventory was al~o selected because it s eems to be
able to mea s ur e the main behaviours .:suggested by Kaufman,
Harrison & Hyde (1984) Sp being typical of fused relationships
1/
fairt:f iielL These behaviours are: sharing all actiVJ~ties,
..
s:'harirtg s ome friends and/or being Ls oLa t.e d f r om other friends,~ . .
and enmeshed communication patterns.
S'hari:ng;;~al1 acti~ ..ities would be indicated by a high scorE!! on
the recrea'tional intimacy scale, which includes statements
such as "We eu.),)y the Same recreational activities" and "We
;}
like playing tOlether". High scores on tb_ emotional inti'acy
( 1
\ "
seale (e. g. "My partner really und e r s tands my hurts and joyS II)
and the intellectuiH intimacy scale (e,g. "My partner helps
me clarifY my tho:&ghts") ~4Juld indicate enmushed communication.
patterns to scme exteJ,1t, as they suggest a very high level .of
//
understanding bet;.~<:!·enthe partners. Unf'o r t uaa t e Ly., tJ1e social
.~)
intima~lY s c.aLs. would not J\rovide a go 3d measure of. $haring
\ )-' ,
some friced.ds and/or being isolated from oth~r /lriel'lds as
Harrit.·~n and Hyde's (19'134) be havLour includes both ends of a
\\
c'
II
\\
II
1\
I'
)
IJil
,I' I
I
I/ \' L:~"
(:
, 1/ ' . ~r3
;,!,!i~,ectru~. The socia~' intimacy :scale Ln~lu.las statements ~'Fh
as">\Many of ray partner I $, closest f1'ij(nds are a Ls o my c~osJrt
. '>':"'" " . . " , ' d" .,:1 . ~h h '1" ~I A'-£rl.en~\'s, 'and We e n j oy span ,',uM~ t1l¥H)r ~l. t ot er:;", co,pp e s • j
\''1, I /
high "l\o~."ou14thus" sugge.,t that tirey sh(' '\ f'riends. wh/e
:r:;:d:~O;=U:·:::h s:g:::: stah..:. toh::)/': ::::~:::u::o:u::Jt:
• A 'r"\ I) I\r', ','. 'Iif.used b e.havLou r s accor:ding to If~a\r\.'"rli,·So.nand Roy-de s l~t 110£
be.hav Lou r s , ' , " \'\ \,
qJ 1/" I !
" 'II I
"Thus. alth6ugh the P.J\;JR Inventory \1r4/s not designed to meas Ire
iUs'd", '"thero, 30". ~orre.po"den •• I'betw." .n;) its .... sux'es ~f
intimacy and b~havi~!urs presume<;! l:d
l
l!Harrison and Hyde (19 11;"
,) ", l\~9 indicate ~usi~n within a relati,nsHip. f~
r j \.fj I
, ' 1/ I I
aes';,i,l,-e a~i~ frequemcy I
I,'
I "
)i I
(l~as1: ~on
\\ i
('I ): ',"
( 19 gSa) 'p\;'>i nt' ou ~1. t ~~'S,
\\ 1,;,
I ••• present research on s~;xttai d~ s.i~e has be,~n handicap ?ed
t· ',\ (,I;) , ' [
by the lack of operation~.l' and\ standardized Lebo r a ti ~,:ry
'" I (. l
measur~s" (p. 457). An at·tempt was! made withil'l thic reses.en
\\ I
to operstionali~,f' desire as a mUltl\'I,,~acete(1 co11,struct r:eJ-a req,
to an individual's subjective desire to participate in sa ~al
act;':"lIities (SI!chrein,er"'Er~gel &, sci~i i', 1986). F9l1owing G,~de
and LUtld~ \~'980) a df$t:l.nctio~Ji was also drawn. bet,ben
spontan'~'ous "·and \~1i cited des ire. ~our questi6n'g r eLa te~dli to
; ". \I O\!
d~l'iii.·e wer~ .~ncluded in /~l1e quest.,io~ na Lr s., and were based bn:
Il,:h~ wil~c), for ):E!;~Ua17:cti'vity,' I 9:l1:petierlc'e of fee) ~ng
\( ,; i d' . • (,c' IS':. ....raL, an \~n enJoyment ,of act.1Vlty. Th~> quest !or-IS
ware a~ fol~~ws:
c)
The third part of the questionnaij e·, relates to the
I"
O;f sexual desire. J~eiblum and Ro~bn/{ .;';
i: i) I
I
II~
Ii II
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Q31: I really enjQY it when ~y partner and I make love.
Q32: I hardLY eveit' feel sexual towards my pa r t n e r' a.'tty
more.
1 t:
Q35: My, partner usually initiates our l'ovemaldng.
Q37: I often feel sexual eVen when we don't make love.
N
However, further invsst.:iga,tions (.inter-question correlations)
carried out ·after the questionnaires. were returned, and
.further e xami n,at.i 0.0 of Literature, 't'evealed the
inadeq{'!acies of this attempt totioperationalisedes.ire. With
the e1(:.cept.ion of" Ques tions 31 and 32, whl ch showed a
signifies'nt nega.ti ve Cor r eIs t Lo n (p(O. (05) ~ none of the other
questions correlated iignificantly with each other. ~In
ad d I tiotb, the IS trong corre La t .ion be tween th:i. s measure of
desire an d the me.asu r e of Sexual Intimacy in the PA':IR
Lnven tory (p=O. 0(0) sugges ted nha t these t .."o variables mtiY
have been eo.nf'La.tred", It was thUG decid~d to discard this
p,?rt.j.i.)n of th~ questi:onnai::e. This obviously has ser,.ious
implications £6r the .tudy. which will b~ discucsed in.Ch VI., I
As frequency o:f sexual a!ctivity :i.s a measure of. behavio'Ul:' :l't
was as~essed using a simple five-point scale:
(S) more than 3 times a "week;
(4) mor~ than orice a w~ek;
(3) mOre than twice a _onth;
(2) about once a month; and
(1) .Le s a than once a month.
()
The instruc.tions given were to "please tick the response w.hich
seems most accurate at the moment II , Because the frequency of
sexual activity will not necessarily remain ct?ustant, it was
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decided to use the fairly broad categories listed above p which
were developed on the basis of Blumstein. and Schwartz t s (1983')
II ~ategories.
!i
2. TH~ PARTICIPANTS
Most! of the' previous work on fttsiort has focused (1) lesbi,an
c·oupies :In· therapy, which greatly limits the f I11dings as they
are the~ not applicable to a non-clinical popul'ation. While
the participant gro'l.tp in th.i1S research .is also t:bnited~ an
'.
a t t empt; was ma<11e to broaden the research population as much
as possible in order to make the findings more generally
appHcab:ie.
It .Mas d,,~cided to limit the research to participants Who had
). . ,
been involved h1 relationships tv-hich had lasted for more than
one yeal', as the beginning of an Lnt Lmate relationship appears
to have a very diffe1.'ent quality from the dynamics ,:,n a more
established relationship~ In examining the developmant of~ay
males' relationships dur.in~ the first three years; Mattison
i/:::;&McWhirter {19B7) found tha~ the first year was characterised
by "merging" and "timersnce" or 'Ithe intensity and euphoria
of romantic love" (Kurdek &" S'chmitt, 1986t ,P. 305), 1'l~id high
sexual activity, It app e a.r s that lack, of sexual desire and
Ii
sexual inhibitions tend to surface only after the limerance
phase of the relationship has ended (Nichols, 1987a).
As has already been mentioned" the sample Was limited to those
women Who we~e at least 'reas~nably fluent in English.
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"
@) Lesbian sample's
~,
Most forms of adequate participa.nt sampling assume that the
characteristics or the population are, o,r can be, k,'nown. T.his,
G
however, is not possible where a hiddi!!r1 population d.s used,
a'S the parameters of such a population ca.nnot be known
(Weinberg.~197Q). As with all groups which are l~belled
dO'iant (Hedblo~ ~ Hartman, 1980)." lesbians ~ particularly in
homophobic socf'eties W'4ch as South Africa (ply-th, 1989; Glan.z:,
{! ;'~("
.) . . - - ,,(j, - ._.,-"':.;:;:::;::::;-.,
1988), are a hidden -(t'~'Pulat¥<fn. ~';"A$a 1'.'e5u1c , neither a random
nor a representative sample can be found. HoweVer, the
assumption that l'esbia'tis are found tn all grotfps and levels
in society is supported by research such as that by Hite
(1989), who found that lesbians were represented in all. the
ag e , e.duc a.t Lon , annual income and race/ethnicity categories
us~d in her studyw
b) Finding participants
In an» attempt to obtain as broad and heterogeneous sample as
pcs s LbLe , wi,t:hin the lim! tia t Loris of the questionnaire, a
number of different methods were used.
1. Lesbians known to the researcher were rised to establish
"friendship networks:'.
2. Questionnaires, and letters asking t~em to pass, these on
if possible, were sent to partipi'pants' in previous
research (Blyi'h/ 19:~9). Thase participants had been
found via 'request::s for participants which 8)}peared on
the letters pages af several populsr South Af~lcan
magaZ~Des (Di'~at, Drum, Fair Lady, Thandi and You)
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and an a..dver:tis.ement in Elti t (South Africa I s gayj; n '
new¢paper) .
r~, (). \~
3. Adllertisements we're pl~ced in the person;11 columns o.f
Ii
I'
Ii
$e~eral news';vapers' (Weekand Argus and Weekly Mail) in
a~( attempt to b r-o.a.de n tbe ba.s e of participants further.
l
Ii
rY
c.) DJ~mographics of I ~he participants a.nd th~il" par, tners
,'I
Th.i.pty-six "'tomen pilrticipated in' the re~:~arch. Th,ey ra~~ged in
o
age from 22 years to 60 years with a meat} age of 36 y'ie~rsl andi! . " .~. u ' '" 'j
((' j)
a,,/median ·age of 33 years. The majority wi:!re in their thirtie,s
t(47,.2%.) a n.d forties (27.8,;). (Refer.,to Fig,tire 5.,1.)
Twenty-six (72.2%) l<7ere English-speaking, nine (25%) were
primarily Afrikaa,Ds ....speaking, and one (2 ~7%) was Xhosa-
\\._
,:.!:.
~feakin. (these last tan are bil.i.Dg&al~. One of the
'.
Afrikaans-spaaking women was' involved with an I~glish-
I
speaki~g wbman,.~hile all the others were involved wit~ same
,\
language speakers.
It .WliIa decided to use education levels and salary instead of
the mO.re usual socio ....economic class as referents," as ;,these
were believed to be suffici.nt and edsier to measure.
One partidlpant (2.8%) hAs an educa~iQu level less than S~d
10, eleven \('30~;~~%) have Std.10 or the equivalent, nlueteen
(52,8%) have a Bachelor's degree 1 pont--school diploma or
similar, and 5 (13,9 ..%) have at least one post-graduate degree,
"(See ,Flgtlre 5.2. J:
c:.~
/)
'Two (5)>6%) p$rticipar,t.s~1t'n sala~Jes of less than RlOOO pm,
£i v€f (13.9%) between RI000" and R.1999, six (16,7%) between
G~
R2000 and R2999, nine (25%) b.etween R3000 and R3999) n*ne
(2~%) between R4UOO and R4999, three (8.3%) between R5000 ando
R5999, arid two (5,6%) between R8000 and R8999. (See V;tflll.tI'e"
I')
,· ...r·
5.3.)
~(22,2%) have children.
(l
'Fhe J;!artic::i.pant I s partners ranged in age f r om 24 years to .57
years !~~ith a mean a~e of 36.2 years alW a median ag'a of 33..5
years~~'\e majority were in theilf thirties (36,1%) and forties
"\. J ~ ,
(30,6iL \~(see Figurft'l'S'.4.) \
Twenty-seven (75%) of the partners wer~
eight (22,2%) Afrikaans, and one ~2fS%) Xhosa speakin8~
Six (16,7%) of the p.rtners have education lav~ls lower~han
\)
Std 10, seven (19,4.%) have Std 10 or the e:qul.valent, seventeen
(/+702%) have a Bachelors degree" dipld!!I\a, or other post-school
~,
\\
qualification, while six (16,7.%) have at 'least one
post-graduate degree. (See FigUre 5;;c5"~c)
Five (1& '9'''') of th.e partners earn Le s s than lUOOO prJI?:!) four);>'_ r 10
(11,11%) between
'I
and'R2999, te:q (27,8:&)
R100;0 oS t).,~ R. .1.9 99. £ i v e (13, 9% ) bet fie ~\n J'R_ 200 Q-...
\\
between R3000 and ~399S'i, seven (19,4%)
(\
between R4000 and R4999. two (5 ..6%) betwee'n RSOOO and R5999,
one (2,8%) between R6000 and" R6999~ one (2,8:t) betw.ae~ R9000
and R9991, and on~ (2,8%) between RiO 000 and RiO 999. ~~ee
Figure 5.6.)
c,"!'
Ten (27',8%) of tpe, p~rtn'~,~~s "have be en Married, andll seven
(,I
l1igu~~ 5.1.~~~----~.~--------------------------
II
to
Participantsl ages in years
l?arti e ipan ts I' s~duea tion IE.vels.
Bl1tholor ·Postgrad.
Eduoation level
i! 6Q
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Figure 5.4. Partt1-ers· ages.
Partners' ageS in years
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figure 5.5. Partners' 'education level's.
{I
,Education level
/(
Figure 5.6. Partners' monthly incomes.
')C
Monthly income in R1000's
the(,""~,t'tieipants and
l._".,.,J
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tb.e:ir partners qover a broad range of ages 1 ,Eiducational l(2vels
~\~mple of So~th'African wome~. wh9 areilargel~ pOoo1"1yed'leat-ed
.and badly paid (Wilson & Ranip9.e1e •. 1. 98'9). (fi£ the part.l.td;,pa9-ts ..
largelivmajori ty (66., 7~,)' hold at// .
.:,quall£i,patl:on, as do tn'elr Partners
Le a sp one post-school
(63,9%)
/f;)
Thei't income
levels are" al so high, with 038,9% of parti cipaKlt:;, and 33.3%
~ - -. - - -', - -- - 0 - " \\
of t:heir partners, edrning\\mo;r'e5~lhan R4.00Q per month. In
c, . /1'" ..\. . '\\
addi:tion, the p.articipf;{.nts included only one ltol!'Li';l.n whose home
language an African language, indi cat~~g tl.lat I~:bi~!fklt women
are 8,lm.ost entirely. excluded lrom "f,he studY','
"('.
This sk.ewing is likely to be partly dtte to the necess.ity 'f~f
most lesbian w.omen to support 'l .tih.eme.eI v e s , ~,i£h ;~~"
G
, ~,. . '~
cot'r~I5Pondingl'Y' greater emphasis than among hete:i."'os~xual 'wO,lJle.n
,,_,
on :P9st-schodl quaJifications and good salar'iE!:~' It is also~: ,1 '< L' ti • .
;Likely to. b: d~,j tp 'sampling I~ias. Fb:sti1~ the sampling
c'm~1i:'hodsused wi'l::t";lt.:fve r-ea che d certain groups of women and not
",_f,;
ot'1ters,l" .Sec:ontff;, women with.,post-school 9-ualificationl3 are
)'~~, ..
m'c.:.ce'1t,,~ke~,yto have been exposed to research and maY ,.t:he:n:'e£orrJ
~,") -, - - - - //
>;;::-;::::::(/
I
The length of time that the couples have been involved'\ranges
\,
ft'om 1 to 10 yeal;'s. wi th a mean of 4" 95 years and a med[~Il of
be more .wjJl1ing to part'iciPlflte in research.
5,0 years. O~c the 36 participants, 30 (83.3%) are li::ying with
a
their partner.s. The length of time that i::h6~se 30 have been
,\
living with their' partner's ran~es from. 2 months to 10 years,
wi th a mean of ,4,2. years and a median t:;It;5, (}:)years. The
m.ajority of these 30 (63,,3;,%) b egan living with their partner
a} th~ b~ginning of the relatlonsbi~.
),J
"1/
\~
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3. ,;,DATA ANALYSIS
a) »ata Collectip~
li
I)
r
it
Each pot.e rrtLa.I p~rp-icipant was sent\\c6;-C;~f'the q1.leJtionnaiX'e
'\::~.... =;:t, " i(
(AppendiJt A); a sign~d letter with s cme inf~(}'mCltio~' about the
researcher, the research. and,a guaratltee of confidentiallty;
s elf-addre$se~" 'envelope.
as pos~ible.
,;
\:
not re~urn questionnaires
a.ddress;es were known'" on
i
the assumption that t,lH'lJ' ~ay simply ha ve fiorgotten to return
~ i
them. The response rate did increase sliightly after these
I
i
"letters.
Two hundred and t;:wenty-eight questionnaire!s wert'! distributed~
II
excluding those whLeh wer€ returned und~liva~ed. Of these,
thirty-nine were returned, One had to be discarded, as the
individual ,pad be(l!n in a rfillationship for onl.y four months,
';~i\
and two were too l~te for thE! data analysis, leavips a total
of thirty-six questionnaires. Because the <luestiqnnaires couLd
:\be cdimpleted anotlYtnouS'ly, it was not possible to ascertain the
!i )i'
channels through which the final resp'!l>ndantlS came to
participate. II
The response rate of usable questionnaires was thus only
'---I
~_~,i)%'.
This cornpaIr~s. ,ver'$poorly wi th a response r..a te of 56,6% on the
.;-
previous research (Blyth~1989), which involved the completion
of two lengthy and very complex Q-sorts.
\.~
\~.,
(I ;\
Th~ di:f~rerence c ou Ld be0explained (sin terms of thre,! va:l~iables ..
Fit'stl:l').~ 'the" content of the questi&)nnaire's was'imo~e personal
.~:'-' G
·0
thall the content ·of th\~ Q-sorts (which focused on identity and
64
.£ elllini am) • Potential participants who were experiencing
,-:
r~lat lQ,nship diff icttl tras maY therefore have avoided answElJ:-ing
the questionnaire. Secpnqly, the questionnaire was very
o
o
sim~kl!!J 9/'{>(..tJ~at potential l"espp.ndents may have been bored and
",;':'.i/. ','
tn'Sy') thus have .felt less invested in" the prl:>cess. Thirdly,
0,
participants had tb hav e been ci.n a lesbian relationship .£or
mOr.e than one year, which was not 8,' requirementJ £or the
PI'eViOllS res.eareh .. This would have l:i.mited the number;:pf women. .;/
who ,.cou'ld have res.ponded to the quest ionna.ire. "
\ \
D
b) 'Oring the questionnaires
completed questionnaires were scored by hand,
(/'"
fJJ" r
h~lnd-Jade
\i' ,
using
t:empl;,4.tes. SC(lt'es for all,{:,~ight.eeri variables listed below were
us ed in the analysis (a1 though "Sexual Des Lr.e U was later.'
discarded),
Participant's age listed in years.
2. EDUCATION:
"
Participant I is level of e du c a t Lon sc c r e d
fol1ows'·~· ~,iI
%)\ il1 = less thin Std 10
o
2 ::: Std 10 or equivalent
3 :::Bachelor's degree, post-s~h(lol diploma or similar
4 :::on~ or more post-graduate qualifications
It
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-3. SALARY: ParticJ..pan.t's approximate monthly~'" ()" Ii
scored fr·om 1 = l"ess than p.i\goo pet' month, to. 11 :::o ~
income,
"between
RlO 000 and RlO 999.
4. PARTNERI SAGE:
,r~
Partner's age :in years.
5. PARTNER'S EDUCATIPN: Partner's level of education scoreda .. ~
6. PARTNER'S SALARY: Partner's appro~imate monthly income.
sooted as in 3 above.
1. INVOLVED: Length of timc:., that the participant has been
invol v.e.d ,in a r e La tio¥h:ip wi th her partner, scored ill years
to one decimal place.
8. trYING TOGETHER: Length of tinlo that the .participant h~s "
been living with her partner, scored in years to ione decimal
~place.
9. DESIRE: As has already beew mentioned; this variable had
,.:::,
db be dLs car-ed as urrreLi.ab Le and invalid.
'I, \\
\,~\ .'.)
~,\
10~' FREQUENCY: The scoring for sexual frequency was'i)
cc:floulated on a five point scale as follows:
5 :::more than 3 times a week,
4 - more than Qnae week
3 ::: more than twice a mo~~h
~ .~ ~2 :::"1io'Ou.t once a month \~
'<I
1 :.:less than o.nce a month
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[No'ti: For the following five variabl.{s, unmarked questions
,/). (). -
a:
were scored from 5 = s~ronglY agr~e to 1 :::.strongly disagree,
while q'f~sti()ns marked with a * were seoted in the oppos.ite
d:i.Feetioll. ],j
II \\
11. BMOTlONAL\,INTIMAe,V: l.Ihe .. sd'ore for emottona1 intimacy was
c a Lcu La.t e d bY\ adding the scores from !ilL). six emotional
intiml3'cy questions. resulting in. s ce r e s ranging f.rom 6. which
Indi~'ates a low level,
level of ~motiorlal int
,Emotion~l hltimacy Sea/la:
, ((.
My partner listens t~ me when ~ neftd someone ~o talk
td,
which indicates a very high
~
1.
6. I can 'st.atE:;, my fei€;;.i,~~,s without her .getting defensive.
. \ . i \\ •
11. *r often f~el distaf!(t :fr,om my partner. il
J" \~j
"16. My partne~' can reall;~7 tfnderstand mY hurts and joys.
21. *~ rea11x feel neglected at times by my partner./~ . . ...
?' ...., .il
26. *1 sOn1e~~l'lnes feel very lonely when we're together.
12 ~ SOCIAL INTIMACY: The score for social intimacy Was
calcr.4/f.ated in the same way as that for: emotional inti.,macy,
rt:;sut'ting in s c or-e-s ranging f r-om 6, \-vhich Lnd i ea t e s a low ..
level, to ;30, whi eh indica tes a very high le.ve 1 of social
.;),
intimacY.
Social rntimac\~. 'STale:
\ / \
2. We enloy spending time with oth~r~couples.
7. *We usually "keep to ourselves it. ,::\
12. *We have very f~w friends in oommon.
1/
I)
/-
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i,·;/(
17 • Havirl~b:"'" ime togethe~ wi th friends is an important
/1
i.~ j/
22. Mliny of my partner's closest friends a.te also my
closest fri.~~ds.
/
27. *r1y partner disapproves of some of my tr;i.ends.
,I
c/
13. SEXIML IN'I'I.t-f.ACY;( The scarce rot: sexual intimacy' was
calcul~t~d in the ,same W8:r as the ab ove two s co r-ea ,', resulting·
,/ _ ;/' -.' _ j:. ,i/
in sC.~Jrf.!s rang.tl}g from 6,. w~.ich indicates t: low level, to 30,
whio~ indicates a very h;tgl"l'e.vel of sexual intimacy.l~; /! -- -', - " if
if ili/}-' ///
lsexual r;tttimacy Scale:
3,:,
8.
:u /~m satisfied with 'Dur sex life.
1ft'
// ,"In '£eel our sexual acti vi.ty is just routine.
I am able to tell my partner when! want xo make love.
(:)
*1 "hOld back" ~W sexual i.nterest because lilY ps!;'tner
..'
mak,es me feel ().tncomrortable.
Sexual. eXtre~/sion is an essential part of our
relationship,
28. *My partner seems disinterested in sex.
l,':
14. INTELLBCTUAL INTIMACY: The score "~for intellectual
intimacy was calculated in the same way as the above three
'"
Soore:'8, .r.~s1,tlting Ln s cores ranging from 6. whi ch indicates
a low Leve L, to 30, which indicates a very high level of
"intellectual intimacy.
/r;.,
\ .:/
Intellectual Intimacy Scale:
4. My partner helps me clarifY my thoughts.
9. *When it comes to hAV~ng a serious discussion, it
seems that we have little in comm~n.
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14. *1 flaBl "put down" in a s e r'Lvus c-onv ens a cLon with Ill~
p~rtner'~ o
19. '«It. feel that it is useless to discuss some things tdth
my pat-tner. (j
a ~24. *~y partner frequently tries .to change my ide-as.
29. We ha..ve an endless number of. things to talk about.
15. RECREATIONAL INTIMACY: the score for recreational
(\
:inti~acy Was calculated in the same way as the above four
scoreS, resulting .Ln s cor as ranging £ro~ 6" which indicates
.. l)"
a low level .. to 30, Which indicates a \ ~ry h1'8h level
\\ '.'\'\
of
recreational intimacy. \~
Recreational Intimacy Scale:
5. We enjoy thr Same recre,tional activities.,
c>,
10. *1 ahare in very' few of my partner's interests.
15. We like playing together.
20. 've enjoy the ou t vo f ....doo r'e together'~~
25., wWe seldom find d.me to.,do fun things ,toget,her.
30.. I think we share some of the same interests.
(\
16. P..ART;J:ALINTIMACY: This was a tota']' intimacy score
ca l.cu La t ad by adding the emotional, social': '.'intellectual and
recreational intimacy s cor.e s . The ""sexual int.imac,y s co r-e was
e.xc Lud.e d in order to a Ll ow ror a corre);ation to be ",calculat,ed
between" a meaau r-e of sexual desire (9 a bov e ) and> a.measure of
/j
in~.\illlacy that dLd not include sexual intimac'y as it:.owas 1;elt
t :
that the inclt1~lon of sexual intima~y may confound the
r e s u.l t a , Possible s co r es, ranged 6:0111 24 (lpw .intima6y) to 120
(hi&th intimacy).
//
II
o 1
1)
,
"
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o
17. tOTAL INTIMACY: This 'Was
I ,'\
a toifol" intimaey seore
calculated :,,~~ ad)L.ns'"all £1 ve intimacy scores. The II restd tii;_lS
,. '<~~;:::,~' ';0 <' \.)-
possible scores ran~ed from 30 (.1.pw. intimacy) to (~O, .(high
in t .Lmacy) "
)1
~I (~~.~~)
18. HAPPY Wll'l!lfS"lSX: this was the s cc ne .from Q~'4: "4i am ver'jt
happy with oUt;' se~ua-l l?elation·ship", which was included in
\';0
order to S~f~ which variable(s)
_, " ..'" 0
it correlated roo'st closely
, ',,' ._~~.
wit~! the p(n;sible scores ranged from 1 == not at all happy to
5 ;: va,ry ha~\py. j"
It ".
• . '. .' • . \\. x
All, eightae,n vat'l.ab1es w:re then ,tranSfer~e~. ~)n9to(na.~;a])l)e in
order to facilitate data analYliSt and varl.alJ.!.e ,;,e~\re was
later d i.a c ar-d'ed ,
()
r-., \
"
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VI. ltE.SULTS
J)
/1
u
following consultation with Ii !Statistician the following
analyses were computed ~sing SAS Version 6.0 (Cody t Smith,
1981), on the mainframe c'Olllputerat the Qni versl.ty of the
Witwatersrand.
1. l>BSCRIPT!VB STATISTICS
Descriptive statist'l,cs lqe.re calculated for tne variables, and
are presented iri T~ble 6.1. ~elow. (Var~able 9, Dcsire~ has
,
not been included.)
TABLE 6.1. Deacripfive siatistica~--~----~~----~-~--~--------------.--~----~--~-~----~----~~~--~
:MEAN': MED MODE : STD DEV: MIN: MAX:
_·_.",!"!,,.~ __ ._.io ·_. ~-_-_. ~ ....... · ..... _ .... ;.... _ ..... .... _. .... .~-----,-..-
1 Age I 3,6 .0 33 .0 4'0.0 8 • 52 22 60· I:2 · ~ducation: \2, .8 3•0 3.0 O • 72 1 43. Salazl1y I )/4 1 4 .0 5 .0 1.81 1 9·1 .
'I
:>
4 Partrl.age: ' ii ,2 33 5 30.0 8. 76 24 57· ..) .5 Partn.ed I 2.7 3 .0 3 .0 O • 92 1 4· I"6 Partn. sal I 4 .0 4.0 4.0 2 24 1 or 1~· I · Ir . Involved I 5.0 5 .0 6.0 2 • 56 l" 10I
8 Live tog I 4 .2 5 .0 0 •.0 3.07 0 10· I10 · Frequ.ency: 3 ~·2 3 .0 3 .0 0 ·80 2 511. Bmot •.int \,24.1 25 .0 26.0 3. 83 15 29
12. Soc .int 21 .3 23 .0 23 .0 4. 65 11. 29
13. Sex. iht 25 .1 26.0 26 .0 3 ·50" 15 3014. Tnt .int " 24 .." 8 24 0 23 .0 3.52 13 30I .
15. R:eQ .• irtt f 24. 4 24 •0 24 .0 3 •26 17 30.J
16'; 1> a, t",tc-i nt \\ 94 .6 95. 5 98.0 11.54 69 118\'\
17 Totalint 19 .3 119 .0 I 119 .0 14.06 89 148· I18 · Happy thO 4. q:.~,\1 5.0 1.12 2 5\---...---- ....----- ....~--------- ...--~rr...7, ..·-·'---"f·;;-----....---------- ....- ..;...---
Ii
)) u
o
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While aome of the va.riable~. c()ver a broad range: ()f possible
reSults. ot'hers are positively skewed tof.'ards 'higher" Scores
on.Ly, No Variables were strco.ngly negativelY ske.wcad.
This sk~wing has an impact l>n the correlation coefficient<,
used, b.ut is also significant in tha.~ many of the s cone s were
higher than might have been' expected. The ffv.e Intimacy
S,caleS (V~riables ;1.1"'15) have potential ranges of 6 to 30 •. The !\
lowest mean was 21.~ (Social) and the. highest 2!Ll (Sexual);
«.':
so tha t the overall fh~o.t'es for in titnacy were hi~~. Ai thoti$h
Sexual frequency has a mean and a median of ~ (out of a
possible ran'ge of 1 to 5). none of the partieipants gave a
s.cor e of 1. This narrowed the range of scores us ed in tJ:te
analysis. Soma of he implications of the above ar~ discussed
in the following chapter.
)\((
;' )r
2. SPEARMANCORRELATION COBPFT,C:O(NTS
SpearInl;ln correlation coefzicients were calculated for all the
variables, usin$ signi£icatu:le levels of p < 0.05 (*) and
p < 0.005 (**). Although a significance Lav e I of 95% is
generally accepted (Howell, 1988) it was decided to Use a
significance level of 99,5% as well, b"ecause th:? sample size
was relatively small and a stricter significance level is
therefore more appropriate (Miller, ,. 1984) and allows the
findings to be accepted with more confid~nce.
>!
"
Although soma statisticians argue that it iA acceptable to use
Pearson's correlation coeff.icient for non-parametric data as
..._
--"""f it is a more powerful test (0 Tredoux, personal
72
eomnu.tnieatio'n}, it is \)'til1 c:ustomary to use Spearman's
correlation coefficient ,for dat~ eol1~cted using Likert s eaLe.s
and fpr qata Dwhieh may be s'kewed (Howell, 1.988). Both sets of
, ." .;;;
.~
\.
coe.f£,ieients were calC:ulatsd\,.> and Spearman t s Were retained as o
,'l ;1
·\,there was no real difference betweian the two sets of, results.
I"~
Spearman correlation coef£ ielent,s are presented in Table 6,.•2.
on the. following page.
c
()
()
D
((

5F'~'ilRMAN CORREL-ArION CQEFF"tCIENTS
n 0
j(
",if
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significant
in<i\,cates that the majority of
,\.1
signcificant at tha p. < 9~r005
An ex&mina.tion e>f Table ,6.2.
are
\\
of dtimographi cs t \\there iii a 's.igni;f icant ,telationship
:.::::.~:::~:i:::::~ie";\:::';:::. ::;"be::l:e::t:::t::::~
\ -0
variables and the length o:t\time they have been in'irolved .
.~
Participants I educational r~v'els are related to thei.!'.,
partners' education levels an~\ salaries, a.I tQough not with,~, :
their own salaries. l?articipan~,s I salaries relate to their
'~}l./? OJ ".:< \
partn'ers I {{!381a1."1es and partnei~s I education levels. The
pa't-tners I 0-~di.lcation levels. and sa1\~r les are related.
\
'\Ji~' \
The.re is a ver.r((strons positive ~\\lationsh,tp be~ween" the
length of time thE!'"participants havel, been living w.:Lth their
0\p.artners and the leijgth of time they h~ve been involved.
The frequenpy of sexual activity is sig~~fioant1Y related to
\ ~"
a number of the delllographic variables, bu"~ not to arty of t,he
intimacy sc a Les or to how happy, J:he patt<icipants are with
their sexual relationships.
~f
The intimacy scales, with the exceptidn of so~ial intimacy,
correlate signifi~antly with the other intima~y scales ~nd
with how happy the participants are in th-eir :relationships"
but not wi th any of the\~demographi c variables or wi th the
"",-frequency of sexual activity. This is particularly important
in te:tms of the relationship between sexual intima~y'and the
frequency of sexual where the correlation
coefficient is only 0.31 (p=0.062).
')
(i
n 1*;}:;,';:t1er ,to facili ta te the l."eading of important ~esul t s , two
'iiutnmary tables - of: varfable;:; cortel!at~ngc:S.ign:i.£icantlY with
'<:-.
the £r~equency of se;.;ual 8c,tivieyl':ra.f,,· Le 6.3) and of variables
<~r:~ /1 ((. .~""
correlatitl~ signiflcantl,y, wi.th the 'intimacy scales (Table
6.4) -~are presenta4 below.
u
TABLE 6~3. ~'ariableS correlating significan.tly with the
Ft'equency of sexual activity. VI
. . c,
~'''''~-'':>'''''-l'''':'''-'''''';'''--'"''!~---'-~------''''''''';--''''--~-~-';';'''''''---''''-- ...-...;..---- .....~--- ......--
varilllbles: AGE lp.&RTNAGE: INVOLVED!- LIVE TOG: HAPPY.... --- ....- ...--.,.;;:,_---,,,_---.,;i.,,------ .......;,;...----- ....,--' .....-'~,-------~'_ ....__ """"'... ~...._~-
FREQUENCY I -0.45* : ~O. 4.1** l -0.51** : -0.48** I - :
I ': I -cc' " • 1 . I I,,--------- .---------.,.0.--------.'-------,"'1\- 1-----~·1-,--~:
AGE r : 0 .79**: 0 • ;36* l - I -- ,:) :
f -------,.., ... 1----"'-":'--- :---------- :---------- :...-- ...----.-- :
PARTN AG1l : : ,: 0 . 34* : :
:--.,_---~--.--i-~--..;..---- f.;....-----.::;-,- :--~--...:....._--~--: -.-;.,,;._...;.-------t
:INVOLVED r . I '" r : o. ~8** 1 ... r
LIVE TOG \;-----~--- r-~~--:------l---------I----...----I-----:---·~-I________.6 ••---- _
* Andi~ates that p<O.OS
or,
** indic~tes that p<O.005
Tl?:ere is a significant negativf) rElll.lt.:i.onship between the
frequency or sexual .&ctivl. ty and a number of variabl.es ~ nanlely
the\\participanl.:s' ages, their partners I age s , ,the, Length of
tiine they had been involved. and the length ,p.f time they had
been living t~gether. In other words, the frequency of se*ual
, -- I~j " :,;, - -,', _','
activity declines' relative to the increase in both partners'
ages and thr~ Le ng t h of the relationship. whether they live
separat~ly or together.
,
ir
\
\
(I
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TABLE 6 . 4 • '
f'<,
Variables correlating significantly with measures
of intimacY.
; .' . .... '. >~------------~----------.------------~---~----------~~---~-----~--
: . INTIMAt~ - ';CALES ,... ,... . ".s:... :,..:
var r s I SOCIAL:' SEXUAL: INTELL: RECRE! I PARTIAL: l'OTAL,: RAPJ;>Y:
-------'"7------ ..-------------'--.~----~-------------'-~(...;---..;, ....~-------
EMOTION: : O.~f5**: 0.72**: 0,52**: 0.74** I ~J.80** :0.,63** I
:-,-~-~-~~------- L------~- !~-------:---7---- :-------- ~-~--.D~:
SOCIAL: : : 0.5:1.* ! 0.35* : 0,71** : 0.61** : ::-------:--- ....---:--------:-------\--------L--------':------I
SEXUAL : : : 0.57**: O.64**! ,0. 65** ~ 0.78** W. 81**:
h"------ 1------- 1------- l-·----...i.1-------- :.....------- 1----·--1
INTELL 1 I : : o. 60~;!<: O. 84** : O. 8;3** :0, . 60** :
J_"":"" .~ ..... -.-:--.-- : t.;;..._-..;;...-,~~ ~_.;, ..'O-;...,.;..,... ~o:~ "";" __ "\1... ....;_ t
I " . \!., . .... . ,.,.. : . (~._\ 'J!' . . I
RECREA ::: 0.76** I O. 80~,* eo. 58** I
:------ .....~---,:;~r--.....:'....--~---- ;------~ i--------- :-'7,~,7",~T""'...:'7\\::,: ------- :
PARTIAL I , J It' I ,(5' 'X1Q:oY jlO 59** I
, I I J I I " _./ I. ;;) I
'I..;..------ : ---,----:,1...;.;..;......;--- .....:--,----- :'-------.--- : _;.-...~...,~,,~~".;:'...: ,,-~------- ;
TOTAL :: : D : 0 , 70** :
,,\-----~-~~----------------~-----~----------,----.---~--------------* indicates that p<O ,05 ** indicates that p<0~p05
Social intimacy is the bnly int;.many variable that does not
correlate significantly with all the other intimacy variables,
which correlate significantly with each other. :rhere is no,y
significant relationship between social intimacy enld emotional
11 "
intimacy, and betwee~ social intitn~ay and sexual intimacy and
the relationship between> social
:,1,,;
intimacy is significant at p(O. only.
Being happy with their sexual relationship z e La t es
signifi.eantly to the intimacy variables excluding social
intimacy. Therefor., the more intimat~ the partieipants
experience their relationships to be,
with their sexual refationships.
3. SCATTaR GRAPHS
(1. e. the frequency se\~ual i2!activity
relationships
<J
o£
of
c;
~;i;gainst
~ !
all th~
measures of intimacy) were plotted. (lThis ''las in order the
'\/
assess the viability of call~1..tl~ting ;,non-~)lnea't;? :t:'egression
in;:;ufficient
,'.;>,
eV'~deu§e to
n
(~\tgges t that there wer.e any
signif:i..caut uou-ll;near .• ,11.· •relatl;,,&hsh1ps. No clear patterns
emerged in the ..graphs.
'Appendill: :B.
These graphs are pI:'es.en.ted in
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VII. DISCUSSION AN'~) CONCLUSIONS
The primary a.lm of this atudy was to e xp Lo.r-e the rel:1itionsh!ps
between levels of intimacy (including fusidn), the frequ~ncY
ane the levels o.f desire in lesbian
~~,
coup Les in .Drd;err to. p r c vLde some research data whicQh might
support or reftlttie the theo.retical and clinical pro.po.s:,;Us abou t;
these relat:i.d~~$h:i.ps. 'l'he secondary aim was t;o critically
examine the ~elslearch method and questionnair~ used, in order
to make suggoadt:i!ons for .impl."oved future research in this area.
Although the! results of this research are severelY lim.:i."'ted by
iJ
the small s ampLe ;;:ize, the bias o.f the sample t owa cd s "white",
Bngliah-spaakinl, well-edUcated and high earning women, the
possible afolf-selection of participants, and ~y ~roblems with
the quesfilonna~.re l~pec.ifical1Y the measurement of sexual
\_ .. il. ),;desire) ..some conclti.l1lions can be drawn from the findings.
, . i
It must be no t s d at this Pdl.nt that 1lQ.. causal relationships
can be Gct:lwn from the data, as correla'tdon coa4=ficients d:tlly
U
a.r e used. Any ca u s a I 1 inks which a r ee tentati'velY drawn are
aone so only on th~ basis of theory.
\)
1. MAtN PINDINGS OF THIS RESEARCH
The m&.in flndi1')gS'\:>£ this research \)81;'e discussed below I in
relation to the· tl'10 hypotheses outline'd in Chapte!;' I. A number
. ,~
/;/
!~~l(
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of additional finding!J are dis.c'li\l3ed in t11~ f~110wivng" slction.",
Ii v' ,
o ! \
Th. ifupth.atl,.".s of tll. r,U":}'Oh in term,,' of the •• COILdS\,Y~i.i
f 1· d :Jh,·, b' 1 • d' 1" ,.I', If the"o " t as StU y ~ ,to 81:rsess t e V1.:a l,'u.l.t.y an v a .tulty. d
ressal'ch method, and quest!onnsire - are llllso d;lscussecL
a. Nul'l Hypothesis 1.
4[' 1/
The firs:!: hypothesis at a.t e s that
;there ,is no" s ign'i.ficant 1 inear or no rr+I Lrie a r
correlation bet~e~~reported levelS of frequency of
sexual acti"ity and, repo1:ted lev,els of intimacy
wi.thin Les b.i an rele>.tionships (.)f du r a tLon longer 'than
(I one year.
The Spearman corr.lation coefficients indicate that there ar.:
no significant linear correlations betHeen the frequency of
sexual activity Blnd any of the intlmacy scales 1.1,sedin this
(I"
study.
;)
The graphs plotted for the relatioftshipB between the f~equenc~
of sexual activity and thalntimacy scales Jo not indtoate any
non-ii,near ~~gl."'ession reladonship betc~,een, these vat":i.a.bl~s.
On the basis of this. the null hypothesis must be accepted~.
::::)
It is important to note ~b8t
"" S t a t Ls ti call.y non-s\~':1;nif cant resl.11 ts are trs ua ILy
",)
un interpretable , 86 they con be Itt:dbuted to ei thar
o80
an inadequate research aesign ••• fa' to the fact
tlhat there is 110 ,relationship between -the CI G •.
variables (South African Journdl of Psychology,
1987, p.9).
Th.e research design maY' therefo.re be responsible for the
110(h-signific~nt" findin1)~ ma~ltioned' above
In the de!?ign of thi s research,
~. . .... . o~
it' was .de cided to measure
fusi(ln as Otle end" of a cont.Lnuunf 01.. Iutimacy, rather than. as
a distinctive construct. as 1;111.sis the way it appears to i{ave
Ii
I'
been used .in most" of the l':i.tel~at:ure. It: may well ~1' howe",:er,
that fusion>: is' a construct r-e Lan ed to, but not sytlonyn,ous
kithp very high levels of intimacy. It could be that certain
factol'S r-eLa t ed to early deve Lopme nr , such as those discussed
in terms of "'ob)j~ct relations tbaor:y, mi~:rt re~uIt in interna
dynamics fOI~ s ome women such t46t tney tend to f use in 11~sbian
,;J
17e~~,,?t.i.onshi)(3s (Burch, 1986; Roth, 1987). These ·4evelopmental)
factors cou Ld be re).atled to problems with separation (Zilrch.:
~'. :-.; : ,',
1986); an~'possibly to a fea.r of s epa r a t Lon "from or Joss o~
the other (Mencher, <-,1990). If this is the 'c a s.e , .~;. - ,J.t woulq
suggest thalt while veqr high levels of intimac.,Y' ,may r:esult in
-:
a heaIt'hY l'E~lationship h~\tweiiin .s ome' P82?tnE!:;rs', they could a~.sQ
lead to fusj[on betlfeen other par~ners be cau s e of a mergin'g of
1;Iou1td~'rtes and a fa·'ar of sep'arat.ion from" the other. 'this.
1/ ,_)'
latter situation· then is more 1,ikely 'to lead to the
pt'oblematic symptoms reported by some c13.nid./.:itls (Bur~h, 1986~
1987) •
What does seem to be fairlY olear is that it is not acoeptabl~
to simply conflate"fusion with high levels of intimacy.
(I
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It would seem that £utU1:'(:I research in this a'J:'ea ,should include
meaSUi~e,~ ?£" intimacy on a ~,?ntinuUIll, as;' well as a measure of
f
, '"
(I the inte:rnal dynamics or behavioural manifesta'tions of fusion.
The behavioural tl'u:udfeata.eions would be f~irl;v' simple to
measu:re_ and Cluestions could,. fior ItlIltample. be based on the
wod< of Kaufman) Harrison & llyde (1984), which waS meu.tLo n.ed
in Oh :tV. \ Examples or t.hes e cou Ld be ques,: . ions arot.U'~dissues
8u('h"a8 whethe:r they share all tneil'.' hobbies and act.\Vities,.
whether they shar-e all their clothes and,t)tnel:' belo.p.ginglS, and
~sion as well as
I !of the relationship between fusion~~~d the ftequenay of sexual
activity.
.:-;
b.' Null hypothesis 2.
The 's,econd hYPo'thesis '$tates that
l\ \'3
0
• \
There is no si~\~ificant linear or non-linea:r
correlation between reported levels of sexual desire
and repo~ted levels of intimacy within lesbian
I;relationships of duration longer than on~ year.
Becau s a of the difficulties expe.rie.nced in the develol')ment ..of
a reliablg an4 valid measure of dasire~ and the resultingly
invalid data, thiJ:1 hypothesis could not be e~plored.
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It seems that th~ development of an adequate measure of desire
is substant.:i..ally more complex than was expected. l'his 113
discussed further in lection 3 below.
2. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
Jf
il IIA numbe r of additional £indinCgs are dLscus s ed below. These
involve t.he relationship between lE!vels of sexual :intimacy and
"
the frf'iqueney of sexual activity, the high levels of intimacy
and sexU<:ll activi~y:) reported, the relationship between the
11-..·
frequency of sex(lar~'i~ctivity and a number of the 9amographic
variables, the specifi~ nature of social intimacy in lesbian
,~;
relationships; and what factor.s are related to l.'l:!sbia~ women ~s
happiness wi th their sexual relationsh,f'ps •
.'\
,\
\\
'\a. Sexual inti~acy aud the frequency of sexual activity
No s igni fi can t ec er-e.Lati.ion Was found between ,the measure or
sexual intimacy on the PAIR Inventory and the freqUendY of
sexual activity rep9rted. This would seem to contradict the
common-sense notion th~t levels of sexual intimacy and the
frequency of sexual activity would vary together~ such that,
1? for example, higher levels of s exu a I intimacy would be related
to a higher sexual frequency. However? it has alre'~dy been
noted that l'l<)menin lesbian t'elatioll.ships often see non+
-.-:-<.il, __,J;ge~rita,lsexu'aI, act~vity as an end in itself <nd s eem,to pla.ce
less emphasis on genital sexual activity (Blumstein &
Schwartz, 1983). A previous study on lesbian WOmen by th~s
researcher (Blyth, 1989) found that the participants genera~17
()
Ii
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cons~dered the emotional aspects of their relationships to ge..
more important than the sexual compon.ent$.
Le.s.bian relationships d o not, by <lefin! tion, ,include a man;
and these findings could be .se en to reflect the needs and
des ires 0,£ women. Th~ qu~stion that ,. has not yet .be en
satisfactorily answered is to wh.at "extent these findings
? ~<,
positive and healthy Berspeetive,. ... \ i on the
relationship between sexual intimacy and sexual! ac~:i.vity, and
to what extent ·they ref1eo·t; the imp'~ct of socialisation" and
sexual scripts on 'the sexual activities of women. The answer
()
to this qu e s tr I o-n, which has frequently been posed be.f or e ,
always seems to have bee," inflt1ence.d by the experiences and
-s desires - and. bLa s.es - of the respondent I and it would seem
uillikely that an objective answer 'will ever be available.
b. l'!Ae high l,e'(rels of intimacy and sexual frf;3quency reported
The"descriptive statistici pre.anted in Table 6.1. indicate
that many of the variables are positively' skewed. In
\
particular, the responses to the intimacy scales are gene r-aILy
high. Even the measure of the frequency ot s e xua I activiit,y 1.s
higher than would be expected on the basis or B'Lumst e Ln Sci'
Sehwart,'s (1983) findings. None of the participants in this
research reportE:!d frequencies of less than twice a month,
While Blumstein Sc Schwartz reported that 19%00£ t.heir sample
or lesbian couples reported having sex once a month o~ less
often.
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There appear to be two po ss ible f:i)planatipns for thl.s, .•
Fir~tlY, as waS discussed in dh V, potential participants who
were experiencing relationship problems may have avoided
d}ompletirtg the questionnaires. This would have biased the
results towards those whose J:'elatic)'nships Lnvo.Lved hi.gh levels
of intimacy and sexuality. Secondly. there appears. to be a
strong undeb~ying ethic which influences and ~rovide. norms
for lesbian relationships (Nichols, 1987a; 1987b). There seems
tb be a tendency to idealise le;sbian relationships (Kaufman,
Harrison &. Hyde, 1984) and it may be importan_t to _some
lesbians to p r-es en't "this idealised piet.ure to the world to
avoid furthet- accusations of "pathologytl. '
The extent to which lesbians mayor may not idealise their
relationsh,ips, whether it be amongst themselves o-r in front
(\
of "outsiders'\ is unclear,. but would again provide a fruitful
a~.a for further research. An additional reason for exploring
this area further is that a tendency to protect an ideali.ed
picture of .the relationship: would hinder one or both of the
partners from seeking necassa~y help.
c. Frequency of sexual a et I vh;y and demographic variables
Although there are no significant correlations be t.ween
frequency of sexual activity and the l.ntilllacy scales, four
factors have a' significant nee.tive correlations with
frequency: viz, participa.nt's nges, the age of their partners,
the langthof time they ha¥e bee~.involved in the relationship
and'i(the length of tilile they have been 1i ving together. In all
c.
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cases, as time p a s s.ee , s o thfa frequency of sexual 'acti vi ty
decreases.
These f,ind.ings are .in agreement with. t ho s e of Blumstein &
Schwar:tz (1983) and Masters. Johnsl.)n IXKolodney (1990), and
..would appear to be part of 'a normal decline in the frequency
of sexual activity over time in all J:'elation~~ip typeS. The
data available here does not permit comment on whether' sexual
frequency declines m,~re for South African lesbians than for
other coupl~ types in South Africa (as was found in Blumstein
& Schwartz's 1983 study in the U.S.A.)~
_i'?
d. Social intimacy in leshian l:'elatiollships
Thp.:findings indicate that social intimacy Ls the one intimacy
scale that does not corrEf1ate well with all the other intimacy
('->;81 es: it did not 1/ correIa te s ignifi ca.ncLy wi.th smo t; ion8.'1
intimacy or sexual intimapy.
This sugge.scs that the, relationshi,p between socLaI intimacy
and other for~~3s of intimacy Ln lesbian couples would perhaps
1
differ from t'ha t seen in other couple types, gi yen tha t in
heterosexual couples the social intimacy scale co.prelates
significantly with the other scales.
1\
.The questions in the PAIR scale emphasised socialising with
others outside the relations.hip, which lllay form an. import'ant
part of social intimacy for heterosexual coup~eG. Systems
theory argues that the lack of soc ia 1 ,.acceptance of and.
support for lesbian relationships may result in a
c \'~:;\ rs
st~engthe.ning of /,the 'boundary between the couplet )f'~d tffle
,.,AI'}N II
"outs ide world" / (Kr'estan & Bepko , 1960) , leadl.n:~ I}~t.ot, a
c.oncomitant:avo:¥'da.nce of contacts Ni.~h most othE!r810v:i·~.fid~ ~'h~~f-"'cc
'. .v. . ". //
dyad (Blise, 19/86). This is obviottslY not true for\ all )esbian
.. \:<;-:"."~-:.,,:::.:-:~-
couples, but ikay be tr'ue for some, who att~mpt to. a.,f<>id
dealing Nith ibthers who may identify~ tabel o+. reject them.
ji
if
this findit1;g then also indicates that the a..$st,Ullption made on
begfnni11g ••FthiS research - that questionnair1r ~ttitable for
heterOSeJl:1~al 'couples would a.lso be suitable for lel!>bian
Couples -lis .'!lot entirely accurate. While it appears to b~, true
Jf
for the most part, it would seem .,tha!: certi:d.n factors" do
differ. oetween couple types, and that; question~aires which,
for e~ample» fueasure social intitna~y ne ed- to "be devel.oped more
specifically for iei:ibian couples. This would LnvoLve the
development of a clearer; understanding of the patterns of,
r.lating in lesbian couples.
\) 1/
e. Reported levels of J:I\appiness with sexual relatioIls}1ipg,.
1\
\\
\,
Ari)wers to the question ~,bout whether participants were happy
with
\\
~:elations.hips net correlatetpeil' didsexual
significantly with the fl~eq1.1ency of sexual activity. but did
correlate significantly with lev~.ls of intimacy, This would
,c/7
'('
pro" ide suppclrt for the poin't mad.e earl ier: that sexual
\\, a c t I 'Illty per: s e may be less important for lesbians than the
\qU"llity of the r'elationships in eerms of intimacy, inc.luding
hexual intimacy (Burch, 19.86).
~I, !
\\
\:<,
\~
\~,
\\
I
\
«(
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Schwartz (1983) who found problems with sex\lsl frequen.cy to
be more highly r eLa tzad to breakups for lesbian couples than
for any other couple type. This contradiction could again be
related to a possible tendency among lesbian couples to
id~alise their relat;ionships, to a possible te~dency to avoid
admitting to ,sexual problems. or to the skewed. sam.ple, (whict}
may hav.eo '.:lxcluded those experiencing relationship pl·obl'\~ms).
\ . \\
~
3 .• LIMI.,.TIONS OF THIS R~S.EARCll
;;:.-;;:/'
res~areh.
a number cff pr~blems with and limitations to t~'is
':, .' . '. . ", ," tJ. j~,
These include problems with the, measurement of tl\lre
There are
variables and limitations in terms of sampling methods.
;;~. Pro.blems with "the meas,urement of variables.
A number of problems with the measurement of variables have
already been discussed. These include the meas u.r emenc of
fusion and of social Intimacy. A much more serious erit.1cism
, 1I
which can be levelled against this research is in respect of
the meaSure of sexual desire develpped.
An attempt was made to operationalise it in terms, of an
.1.nd.ividual IS subjec t.i ve desire to part.i cipa te in sexual
activities (Schreiner-Engel & s c Lav L, 1986) and to incll.'.'de
both .;spontaneous and elicited desire (Garde & Lu~de. 1980) •
The qu e s t~ons us ed
.'!
attempted to cover the ,.,ish1 for
1/
II'
1}
I.!
if/!
/'
It,
se xu a L
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activity, ,the experience of feeling sexual, and an enjoyment
i!
of sexual activity.
However, the strong correl,.ation between the measure of se.x.ual
intimacy and that of sexual desit'a, and the lack of d.irect
quest.ions around physiologieal arousal, suggests that the 'tw¢
variables may have been conflated. Although the measure· of
sexual desire used did tap so.me ~aspe~!,( of desire. i\\ thus
also seems to have tapped some aspects of sexual intima~Y and
not to have tapped other .important aspe~,ts of desire (SUch as
;j~::,
physl.ological arousal). At though, as has already been
discussed, lesbians appear to value intimacY more than sex,
\'1
,;--'/
there are Clear differences between sexual desire and sexual
intimacY. dif-ference thatOne is intimacy
p r e.sence of an other. while desire d\"'·es not necessarily
involve an other (Although it often does so).
In terms of the measur::.~ment of sexual desire I this research
has merely confirmed that<~<:he concept of desire is still SO
poorly und.rstood that An adequate operationaliBation of the
concept is axe eptionally diffi cu I t , The j~deve lopmen t ()f an
adequate, valid and reliable ~3asA:1re of {'v(I~e.l's oJ de s Lr e would
. .' . '\~\. . ..~'. ' ....... . .reqUl.re a greater un de r s t-end i ng .of·\~.~S· \fi'S.it f un ct Lons an
>;"..~.\..'\ \
people IS ii.ves and intimate t'e;£ation~'!f;._ . .c':'.'. (I(~~~:\.'(~f:i
.'J ~.>
"i;'
h. Limitations in te;r:;:lD6of sampling methods
Some limitations. 9£ this study in terms of th~ biased sample
have already been discussed in Ch#V.
the part icipan ts "tended to be more
The major bias is that
(l, "
aff luent aild better
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ed1J'~ated than c~l1e general pOPt1lation of South African women,
-' If ,:'"
.If
and that a large propor'tion of the ?,()p~(lation' (e. g. ublack"
i,. -. -~.. ,j
women) ,f(las hot\'{~eprese:nted in the sample.
Another bias is related to the fact that anonymous
questionnaires were ,c:iistributed and a very small percentage
retu,rned. It is likely that the participants were self-
selected in terms of their ~d.llin3ness to answer questions
o about the~r relationships,~ and those with relationship
problems may have chosen not to respond.
Th~ 1Dw response rate. and probabLe self-selection of
participants, suggests that a short postal questionnaire may
.n ot; .b e the most effective WaY of .,eJ!:plor.ing Ii issues a.r-o.und
l1
intimacy and sexuality. On p,lle basis, of thi~i and previous
Ii
Ii " I'
ex-per.fence (Blythjl 1989) it is suggested that Iia method which
li
alloW's participa,nt"s t9~ feel motivated and invd1lved, and from
which they c a.n learn, s~~ething about themselves and/or t.heir
\
relationships w04'!!(~ probably result in a higher 'response rn,~e.
An addi tional p r-obLem is related t;-:o the us e of volunte,~rs as
participants. Research has suggest~d that vo1unteet'f>"dif£er
J'",', i '. ~.\
I ;
from non-volunteers on a number of characteristics. 1.4senthal
(1970) found that volunteers
i)
tended to have greater
inte"llectual abili ty. interest and moti v a t Lo n ] to be more
unconvei~lon'l~ to be younger; to be less authoritarian; to·
I
L· IImanl-fest ssreater need for social approval: and to be more
sociable. Hs concluded that voIunt.e e r a would "differ
f)
appreciably from unsam~led non-volunteers" (P. 35). As it is
e~tre.ely difficult to access no n-evoLun t eer s among a
!i4:igmatised population. it cannot be known wha t these
90
might be withi'n a Iilesbiatl populat'io'(lp and
so'lution to this problem is evident.
iD ~ U
C,'\
It is" clear from this that the findings of,·, this r~,searcli are
<,:0
limited to a small section Of'i the population of South Africiun
li
lesbian couples.
4. CONCLUSIONS
l'his research s,upports the nc-t i on that there, are c.ompleJt
rcelationships between intimacy and the sexual a(}tivity withino ' , - D
No significant correlation was found
1('
and levels ofbetween the f(~eoq'uency of sexual activity
G -.:._:~~, ;JL-,\...
;.;,<.......~....... . "~' ) ;;.
in t l.ri.4cr;:1.' f;oS t impd:r:t:.antly , between the fh~4u(l'ncy of se'~iial
's~r,._,j -\.~'; ,', ,
r)
aotivity and sexual intimacy - reportad by the participants.
Moreover, reported levels ,of happines,s wi th their sex,:ual'
relatIonship correlated signifioantly witlt). levels of intimacy,
,\
but p;ot with t h e :frrequendy of sexual activity. It seems that
.>
S G:.l;.ualactivity per se may be less important for women in,..,
Ijlesbian relationships than the quality n£ the,A;ntimacy'in the
relationship. Howe)ter. thifis finding could al?~() be related to
1/
{I
re.lationshi.p.f4 ".a tendency to idealise Les.bi ar; perh~ps a,'\ a
.J\
response to external messages about the Itpa-..'hologY" of lesbian
relationships. If this r,s true, it is tlnfo\'rtunate as it may
prevent ,;Vesbians from admitting to ~I,exual problems and/o'r
(_/
seeking ~ppropriate help~
;\
," .._ _ H
As has bee.n found among other couples i. ;:there lf appear to be
fairly~straightforward relationships between the frequency of
sexual activity and varioUs demographic variables. It would
()
1/.!
ifIi
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seem that as lesbiRn. aDd their partners grow older. and as
C c
the dur~tion of their reiationships increase, so the frequency
o f.- seltual sctlyi ty dec1.ines ,
This research has also highlighted a number of problems which
need tQ be overcome before fUr'ther r e s e a r c.h int-o this area can
be carried0out.
The stt.O&y has clearly shown that a much more theoX'etically
II
sophisticated concePtu<l!isation of sexual desire is needed
b~fore an ~de~uate operationalization ~nd therefore measure
of this construct can.'be achieved. These need to be develuped
before further research into the relationships between sexual
desire and oth'lll' relatio"t'iship dynamics can be carried out.
Th~s re a e e r ch also suggas'ts that adequate ways .<:>f measuring
fusion in terms of its bebavioural manifestations and/or
internal dynam.i C$ I and dis tinguishing i t( frrom very high levels
of intimacy, n~ed tOnb. found.
In add i,tioD, pe r-haps because of sociel sanctions agains t
'~'
lesbianism, sacra). intimacy may be different for lesbian(l
couples than for m.w-homosexu'al c cupLe s , 'l'hu.s, a measure of"
social intimacy ilap,prop''riate for Le s bLan couples need to be
developed, which may require fu~ther exploration of the
dyn~mics of lesbian relationships, pircicularly in relation
to the external environll1~nt.
;' \
../ o
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5. A PINAL ,NOTE OF CAUTION
"The obsEirvatiolt that [fusion] is frequ.ently a pr0t)lem in
lesplan relationships is re,latively recent; ye't. it has proved 0
15'
t:o~ be so usefu.l that it is ell~eady in dangiS'r of being)
overworked. we m1.1,St remember that [fus ion] is a concept, a
m~taphor. not aD empiri~al re~lity. I~ 1s a valuable concept
\~
as. long as we continue to observe- it as a theoretical
"construct. modifying
r;
lind.tations outweigh its va Lue " Burch," 1986, p.69
it or dropping it ail together when
c
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Thank yo:.:!\Qr agreein.g
'··"'"j1\
iri.cluded a \{S;slet.ter
questidm'uure," which
cOXlipletely.confidential.
your work, etc. will be
be i.dentified.
to part.icipate in _.trds research.
--- "
-guaranteeing con:£identiality wit.h
(.
means t.hat your idr,entj.ty will remain
and that the~Jp.£ormation you give about-I~ '.
"tlritten up in staph a. way that you cannot
I have
this
The questionnaire below consist.s of two $ections. The i&.cst
sectiqp includes questions about you:t:'work, educa+Lon, etc. '.Phis
information is necessc.._ry,;eor tIhe research. The aecond section
invQlv'eS statem~,nts re.La'l':.ing to your' present.. relatiollsh,i.P·
Althou\1h you are obviouslY free to re£.11-$eto, answer a quest,;iom.,I
would ~~appreciate it. if you could try to answer ";;a11 the
questiollS. Please do noe discuss this quest.i,(jnnaire with anyone
until you' have complet.e itr C;~d if you do then disq;uss it,
please do not change any of your answers. It is very important,
that you.'(:"answers a:t:'e as honesx as-. possible, and that no...one
influel'lCEHWwhat you say. !. J
~.J
QUEST:t:ONNAIltE
A.
NAME/PSEUDONYM: •• ~•••• ,~ ••••• ~.M ••••• ,••
AGE: •.. "'•••. 0". HO~E I,Al;rGU:?\-GE ..
WHAT EDUCATION HAVE yOU HAD? ••••• .., . ,.
WHAr,r WORK DO YOU 00 AT THE MOMENT (o: JWHAT ARE YOU STUDYING)?_ I
ABOUT HOW MUCH DO YOU EARN PE.R MONTH? ..
gAVE YOU EVER BEEN MARRIED? •••• '•••••••••••••••••••••
DO YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN?
HAVE YOU EVER Bl;;EN IN TaERAPY OR SEEN A CbUNSELLQ,R?
(COULD YOU PLEASE GIVE A FEW DETAILS? .
Ho~r LONG HAVE 'iyop AND yOUR PARTNER BEE~.r :tNVOT..VEfJ? ._., •••••• : ••
.f\RE YOU LIV:r~G TOGETgER? ,•••••• " .
).\ o
c:
II
a .1:G6
.fl)
(!F SO .. FOR BOW LONG? ~""."""."""",.,}
HOW OLJ) ··IS SltE?· '•••••••.•••.•••"' o •• ct.
WHAT rs HER HOME LANGUAGE: : •••
WHAT EPUCA'1'IObT HAS SHE HAD? , .
" wt!'AT WORK DOES SHE 1?O NOW (OR ~'lHAT':iS SEE(\ $TUDYING)? •• ~•• " .... ".
. . _... .. . ..... <- - 0
ABOU'l' HOW l.fUCH DOES SHE EARN PER MONTH? .
o
HA.S SHE EVER BEEN
DOES SHE HAVE"ANY
-:
HAViE
CHILDR~tN?- ••••••• ,J'.'it·e ••••••. -, •••• & ....
\\
YOU EVER BEEN !NVO~VED IN A LONG-TERM GAY RELATtONSlfl;l?
BEFORE? ."" ••••••••••••••
2.
p,l,.ease read all the $tatem~mt$ below caref~llYI then ring the
answer which express~s you 1':' response to each statement most
accurately. The statements refer, to your !·ela.tioz{ship with your/;
,>1/
/.partner ,as it is now. For example:
a. I like dogs-- _/-- ----- /-----.;. _ _-/ ,:;, --- - / - - / ----_ -
strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disa\1ree
Disag~'ee StrOll<_11y
di-aag.ree
There are 37 questiol1s like t.his. For the last question, please
tick the zeapon.ae whioh S'i!elnSmost accurate at the moment.
\\,
1. Mypartner ,*:eaHy listens to me when I need someone', to talk
to •
...., ..._/ ...-_ .........---/ .......-...-...-........;'\'/----,..-------_ .../----_ ..._ ...--/- ...-....-- ......
Strongl}",
agrel'l
Agree N~it..her agree',.nor o.:!rsagree
Disagree Strol'!.gly
dh'lagre:e
2. We ~njQy spending time ~ithi. other couples.
--- .../~·-....-~--...-/6--...-- ...._j~·.../--r-------- ...--/-- ...--- ......;·-.../ -_...__...-
Str~~'lgty
agree
Agree Neither .aSf.ree.
nor di~aSlree
Disagree Strongly
di'~agree
3. I am satisfied with our sex life.
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Disagree stronglY
disagreeagree
"Neither agree
nor disagree
4. J4y partner helps me clarify 11l.Ythoughts.
"'''''-..o/ ..............---- ...J - ......----- ......-/---- ...-" ......1'.... - -- .... / ... -- ... _- /"";_:.. ......
strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
Ii
5. Weenjoy the same repreational activities.
-- ...-/ ...~--- ...r(-,-I..,. .......-- ....:..-- ..·-/--------- ........- ...-/-'.:.:----- ........./---- ...---
strongly
agree
Agree 'Neither agree
1\01;' disagree
Dh~agree St;rongly
disagree
6. :r; can state my foelings" without her ge:(;_tingde;Eensive.
" . } . 'l~
...·....-1-------...-/- ....- ........--..;.\\../---- .......- -...----1- ...--------/- ....-, .- .....-
S{I.rongly
\)lgree
Agree Nel,ther agree
nor disagree
'. ,-'IWe.t~sually "keep to ourselves'~!.
Disagree strongly
disagree
i
Strongly
agr~~e
]I.gree Neither agree
nor di$'agree
Disagree , Strongly
disagree
I feel <.~ursexual ~'\"tivity is ~iust routine.
1 ' \)," '-- ..._ --'.:.'r--- ....;./---- ...'\t-...---/- ...- ...\ ..-- ....-- .............l ,----...---~·l------- ....
I
Strongly Agree Neither a\'tJ:ee Disagree strgl'lgly
8.
agree nor disagree disagree
9. When it comes "to having a ci:i~i~iousdiscussion it. seems we have
lit.tle il1. common.
----/--- ......-~'~7-/---------...-/..-...----- ...-- ...--/--·------~-/--------
Strongly
agree
Neither agree
nor disag ree?!
Disagree strongly
disagree
,>
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10. I share in very few of my partnerls il~terest.s.--..,.-/---,,··-----I- ....~...-6"'- ...---/--- ...- ......---.l-M·-I--- ...-- ....-_.,-/---- ....---
strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree
~
St:r.ongly
d~$a.gree
1.1. I often feel dis,tant from my partner.--- .../ .......-_ ........_---/_ ..._ ............._---/ ......_--------_ ......./ ...-... ,---_ ........... /----_ ...""'.
Strongly
agre~
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
Ii
J.2. We have ver;y few friends in common,
_ ...--/---_ ...._---/- ...------_ ..._/ ....._--------,--- .../-_ ....._----- ..../----- ....--
Strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree. (\
Disagree Strongly
disagree,
13. ): am able to, tell my partner when I wa,nt to make love.
- /_ .... :::::i:./ ..._ ..._ ...._/ .........------- ....---I--- ...------I--- ....----
Strongly
agree
Ag-ree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree strongly
disagree
14. :c feel Uput...down" in a serious conversa:tic'n wit.h my partner •
....... __ / ..,. .M ... / •. -; / __ ... _, .. ... __ ... _/ ~_ / _
Stron~ly
agree
Agree Neit.her agree
nor disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
/)
We like PfaYing together. .
-..-...I ...--7r-..--/ ...---------·~/-- .......-- ......- ...----/----------/--------
Strongll?' '-') Agree Neither agree Disagree Strcmgiy
15.
agree nor disagree· disagree
16. My partner really unders~.ands my hurts and joys.
-....--1---------/----- ...-----/--,.....---------·,../...------ ...--/-~,------
Strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor.: disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
17" RaVin,g tim~ together with friends is an impo;l."tant part of
OUr sbared activities •
Strol1g1y' Agree
............./ ..,_...._--_ ......./---_ ...._---_ ..../ *_ ..._--_ ..._-_ ..._-/----:-.::_-_:./_ ..._--...,--
(~\
Disagree Strongly
agree
'Neither agree
nor disagree disagree
18. I IIho;ld back" my Sexual interest because n,y partner makes me
feel lilncomfort~ble.
- ...- ...l~,;----'":'~-/........------ ....--/-- ...- ...~------ ...-/---- ...-----/ ...- ...-- ....--
strong).y
'~9ree
Agree Neith eX' agree
nor disagr~.e
Pisagree Strongly
disagree
()
partner.
19. I feel it is usele$.$ to di$cUSS some t.hing.s wi~h '~my
strongly
agree
A / igre<:.:,v'
')...-..,-/- ...--....----/ ....--..;.~ [.--...--/--,_ .._-_ .......--- ...-/ .... ------..,.--/ ......_ ...._---
Disagree Strongly
disagree
Neith er agree
nor disagree
20. We enjoy the out·-o:e-doors together.--..:../----"" -_ ../ _--_ _-/_ - ----------/-- -- - --/----"\.,-_ ..
strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree strongly
disagree
21. I :eeel neglected at times by my .partner.
----/------.......-! ....- .--....--...-/~,---...---..---- ...I------- ....-~I----...,-......
Strongly Agree lil'eit.her agree
nor: disagreeag.•.'ee
Disag~ee" Strongly
disagre(!J
22. Many of my partner'.s closest:. friends are alSo my closest
.friends*
st!rongly
agree
Agre.e
----/-_ ...._-----/ ...----------/------_':-_---_ ..../---_ ........._--/----- ......-
Nei'l:her agree
nor disagr~e
Disagree Strongly
disagree
I';'.
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23. Sexual expressit>n i~ an e~sential part of our' relat.ionship_
, .. (_/ ';', '.'.' ... . "7';. • ... , .. ,_ .
..........,,_/~...,--- ......-'..·I;----- ....'""-....._.::I----...-------·--I;_---------~--------
strongly ,\ Agree
agree
Neit.her agree
nor disagree
Disagree St.rongly
disagree
24. Mypal."f:.nerfrequently t~ies 1:..0 Challg~ '.\Y ideas., r
-.....-...I......--,......-- .../-·-.;..-··~.......- ../----- ...-...---...:..-I-- .....,.--....---1..._...--.;.......
Ag1;'ee Neither ag\
~or aisag+e~',
Disagree Strongly
disagree
I)u :)25. We seldom find t.ime t.o do fun things together..........-I---..--......·..~/------...--....-!-.....----·..-------I- ....--------/- ...--....- ......
St:r:ongly
agree: C
Ag:r;'ee Neither agree
nor. disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
26. I sometimes feel lonely t<1henwe'rs' ether.
--...-!...------ ...-/--- ...~--.---....I---~<---;.,.-...----/"(\ .....--- ...---/----.""':-- ...
Strongly.
agree
;1 r;
Agree 'Neither a&~'a'ee
nor.disagree
,:. ,~
Disagree strongly
disa.gree
..
27. Mypartnl3r disapproves of some of my fd,ends.
----/ ..._-':"- ..._--/-_ ......_------/ ...__ ..._------ ...--/-_ ..._---_ ..._,/ ......_-- .......-
strorlgly
agree
Ag:r.ee Neither agree
nor disagreEi'
,Disagree strongly
disa9r~e
28. Mypa:r;:tl1er seems disinterested in sex.
----/ ...,------_ ..../-..--...,.- ..._ ..._-/ ..._--------_..:_-/_ ....._-::;-----/_ ......,-......_-
st.rong'1..y
agree
Agree Neithe~~;'ag1;'ee
nor disagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
,
29. Wenave'an endl:€ss number of things to talk about. fJ
-,-p ,..-.
--- ..../------r--/--------~--/- ...-"":--------.....-/------- ..--I-,,;,.;.';,;;--_..
strongly
agree
Agree t-feither agl:'ee
. 'n~:e d'j~:;~,.)c?t!'[!::>:
Disagree ,,s·t.rr.mgJ.y
disagree
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30. ! think 'Weshare some of the same in·terests •
...-- ...../ __-~_ ..._,_..I;.;;.I;;:,..,..--_- __ ...__ / __ ... ....../ ... ...__ .........../---- ...... - ...
({
Strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor d.i.sagree
Disagree Strongly
disagree
31. ! re~llY enjoy it. when my partner and. r make. love .
....---/- ....- ....->----I..,.--- .....--- .........../ ---;i-----' ...---/--------r). -/----- ....--
.,,' .. . -_ . . .,
Strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree Strongl,Y
di~agree
o
32. :r hardly ever feel sexuaf, towards my pa.rt~er any more•
...-...._/ ..._ .............. _--/ ...._-_ ..._- ...-_ .../- ........._--_._-----/-- ...-------/- ...-------
Strongly
agree
Agree Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree Strongly
disiagxee
I
33. Even when w..~ don't make love, we are physi_caUy· affectiona·te
towards each other.
I (' "/ /'" I ..' I "~--...._........- ......--- .----.....-._~-~-._ .,_... -.,...----....-- ------~---I-------~-c -_('I . . . _'\j ':.,: .)
Strong.ly Agree Neither ag:ree Disagree St.rongly
agree nor disagree disagree'
34. I am very -happy with our sex uaf relationship~
'.~~ I..---/--7..'...----/--;,-...-- ...----/-----------~--:).::-...-,-----''';--.....--_.....
.~' \.r .\~.
Strongly
agree
Neither agree
.\nor disag ree
Disagree Strongly
disagree .,
(}
35. My partn~ ....i usually :i.nf.tiates our lovem.iking.
----/ ...-....--..-- ../......---- ......---I- ...-.::.---..--·----I----------}_ ....-_.._--
Strongly
agree
Agree Neii:h~r agreE:
nor disagree
l:}
Disagree sti~o~gly
dis(~gtee
36. Wen1a.kelove much less often now than we used to. J",(,'" \:\ '. . , - ' ,'.' ' '-~ -;: ," , " \_;,....~,r
----/ ......--{)---~/._-4,- ...-~·----1---..,·-----; ..----/----- ...- ..- ....l---·----,..
.\ if (;' ". I .. ''-.
St:t:ongly Agree . :Neither agree Disagree strongly'
agree nor disagree ,tdisagree
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37. I often feel sexual even when we don~t11takelove.
--- ....../- ...- .......----/---- .....- .....- ...-1.;.-- ...----- ....-- ....--;/-- ........--;..--.,,/ ...------ ....
St.rongly l\.gree 'Nei;ther 'agree Disagree Strongly
agree
,
nor disagree disagree
38. We make love
more than \ 3. times a, week
more thai,.:' '.once a week
more than ,twice a month
about once a month
,
less than gp"ce a mont.h
II
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APPBNDIX B·: SCATTER GRAPHS
Figure. B.1. Emotional Intimacy ~n(t·Frequency of Sex.ual
Activity
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